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ABSTRACT
Mobile phone usage is constantly increasing, as a result we are becoming more reliant on 
services provided for mobile devices. Mobile devices and especially smartphones can be 
used for a variety  of purposes and has especially made location based services (LBS) 
mainstream, where outdoor usage has been the primary scope of use. However, by 
leveraging the positioning abilities of the Assisted Global Positioning System (A-GPS) and 
location-sensing techniques based on e.g. cellular towers and WiFi access points (AP), 
mobile phones can be used to determine a position in indoor environments. As indoor 
positioning has evolved, early stage systems designed for indoor navigation have been 
developed. With positioning accuracy set aside, other areas (e.g. usability and design) of 
indoor positioning and navigation have been sparsely explored, both regarding user 
behaviour and adaptation of the provided solutions. This study encompasses an experimental 
deployment of two smartphone-based indoor navigation systems that were evaluated using 
two methods: self-guided exploration and end-user evaluation. The subject of indoor 
navigation were approached from two separate viewpoints - Administrator and End-user - 
with usability as a common denominator. The results from our study clearly showed that 
systems designed for smartphone-based indoor navigation, have yet to reach their full 
potential from both viewpoints. Functionality  embedded in the systems proved to be very 
error sensitive, due to a minimal usability margin concerning end-user abilities to orient and 
navigate indoors. Administrators have to make a thorough assessment of the intended 
environment, in order to ensure that the system will operate properly and to minimise the 
time for deployment. Administrators also have to consider the controllability of the provided 
system, as dependencies towards the creator of the system infer undesired lack of control. If 
pre-existing infrastructure is to be utilised, such as a WiFi installation, the prerequisites of 
indoor positioning needs to be ensured by the administrators of the system. Lastly  in this 
paper, our common recommendations are compiled as six guidelines, which are: 1. 
Functionality and features for orientation and navigation are error sensitive, 2. Positioning 
technique should be determined based on the environment, 3. Precise positioning is less 
crucial than stable positioning, 4. Live-tracing is of great importance in terms of 
orientational feedback, 5. Dynamic floor plans are fundamental for a dynamic navigational 
system, and 6. Controllability is valuable, dependance should be kept to a minimum.



Sammanfattning
I takt med den konstant växande globala mobilanvändningen blir vi allt mer beroende av 
mobila tjänster. Smartphones har numera ett brett  spektrum av användningsområden, där 
platsspecifika tjänster blivit en del av vår vardag. Tjänsterna har dock hitintills främst 
kommit att omfatta utomhusmiljöer. Genom att utnyttja mobiltelefonens inbyggda Assisted 
Global Positioning System (A-GPS) i kombination med tekniker för platsigenkänning, som 
baseras på exempelvis mobilmaster eller WiFi-noder, kan dock mobiltelefoner numera 
användas för att bestämma en position även i inomhusmiljöer. Då utvecklingen av 
inomhuspositionering fortskridit har förstadium-system, avsedda för inomhusnavigering med 
hjälp av smartphones, tagits fram. Bortsett från noggrannheten i den resulterade positionen 
så har andra områden inom inomhusnavigering och -positionering blivit åsidosatta, såsom 
användarbeteende och implementering av de framtagna systemen. Denna studie innefattar 
två faser, varav första fasen var att upprätta två inomhusnavigeringssystem samt parallellt 
utvärdera dessa system ur ett utvecklarperspektiv. I den andra fasen, kallad 
slutanvändarperspektivet, genomfördes användartester, vilket gjordes i form av fälttest i 
kombination med intervjuer. Gemensamt för bägge faser var användbarhet, där två olika 
perspektiv och därmed två olika betydelser gestaltades. Resultatet  från vår studie visar 
tydligt att system utformade för inomhusnavigering med hjälp av smartphones, ännu inte nått 
sin fulla potential - varken för slutanvändare eller administratörer. Den inbäddade 
funktionaliteten visade sig vara väldigt felkänslig, där små användbarhetsproblem fick stora 
konsekvenser för slutanvändares förmåga att orientera och navigera sig inomhus. 
Administratörer/utvecklare måste göra en grundlig utvärdering av den ämnade 
inomhusmiljön, för att säkerställa att  systemet kommer fungera samt för att minimera den 
totala tiden för implementeringen. Administratörer bör även överväga kontrollerbarheten av 
tillgängliga system, då beroenden till aktörer som tillhandahåller systemet innebär en 
oönskad brist  av kontroll. Om existerande infrastruktur ämnas användas, såsom WiFi-noder, 
bör nödvändiga förutsättningar för inomhuspositionering säkerställas på förhand. 
Avslutningsvis i denna rapport listas våra (författarnas) gemensamma rekommendationer, 
där de mest omfattande slutsatserna lyfts fram i form av sex riktlinjer. Riktlinjerna som tagits 
fram är: 1 Funktionalitet för orientering och navigering är felkänslig, 2. Positioneringsmetod 
bör väljas baserat på den tilltänkta miljön, 3. Stabil positionering är viktigare än exakt 
positionering, 4. Live-spårning ger omedelbar återkoppling på förflyttning, 5. Dynamiska 
planlösningar är grundläggande för ett dynamiskt navigeringssytem, samt 6. 
Kontrollerbarhet är värdefullt, beroenden bör vara minimala.
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1 PREAMBLE
This  chapter includes  a premise of our academic background, as  well as  an explanation of the division 
of work and how two master’s theses are combined into one thesis report.

This paper consists of two separate master’s theses, written at  the department of Media 
Technology and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) studies at the Royal Institute of 
Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. The HCI master program is provided by the School 
of Computer Science and Communication (CSC) and is a part of the larger Media 
Technology program. The program is interdisciplinary, combining technical and humanistic 
studies with a main focus on media, information, communication and interaction, based on 
the latest information technologies.

1.1 Division of Work
The two theses approach the same problem but from two different points of view, later in 
this paper known as the End-user Perspective and the Administrator Perspective. The two 
perspectives are kept  apart throughout the paper and are especially separated under 2.2 
Problem, 2.3 Aim, Objective & Questions, 5 Study, 6 Result, 7 Analysis, 8 Discussion and 9 
Conclusion. Under the other headings the distinction is loosened in favour of the reader, as it 
is our belief that the concerned parts are still separable; Figure 1 is an illustration of how the 
work was separated. Each section in this paper pertaining to the corresponding perspective, 
was written by the person responsible for that particular perspective.

From this point on, the two theses will be referred to as one; the personal pronoun we will be 
used instead of I, for the convenience of the reader.
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Figure 1. Visualisation of this thesis composition with the two perspectives separated, which 
illustrates the distinction between our individual and common work.
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2 INTRODUCTION
This  chapter consists  of an introduction to the subject of indoor navigation for smartphones. It also 
provides  a background to indoor navigation positioning techniques and differences amongst positioning 
systems. The chapter also encompass our identified problems  regarding the topic, as  well as  the aims, 
objectives and delimitations of this study.

This master’s thesis is about  usability  in indoor navigation and positioning for smartphones. 
Mobile phones are, as of 2012, occupying our everyday lives to a greater extent  than ever 
before. An average of 75% state that  they  would never leave their home without their mobile 
phone, according to a survey performed in 2009 (Synovate, 2009). In 2011, global mobile 
phone use reached approximately 6 billion mobile-cellular subscriptions (ITU, 2012). With 
the increasing popularity of particularly  smartphone devices, users are able to interact with 
context-based services that utilise the smartphone’s different hardware components, such as: 
accelerometer, camera, compass, and Assisted Global Positioning System (A-GPS). We and 
The Mobile Life (TML), a Swedish company we came in contact with prior to this master’s 
thesis, found the latter to be especially interesting, which has made location based services 
(LBS) mainstream. LBS can be used for everything from map navigation, to finding a 
shopping mall, a family member or even a date. Map navigation, however, has until recently 
been limited to the outdoors, mainly  due to two reasons: signal loss when situated indoors 
and lack of standards and frameworks for including digital floor plans.

By leveraging the location rendering ability of the A-GPS (later on described in section 3.4.2 
Assisted Global Positioning System), cellular networks, WiFi access points (AP), and a range 
of other sensors and networks, LBS have been unlocked to also encompass indoor 
environments (Kolodziej & Hjelm, 2006; Zandbergen & Barbeau, 2011). As a result, early 
stage indoor navigation and positioning systems have been developed for smartphones, 
which introduce new possibilities - for end-users as well as other actors - but the question 
remains as to whether these systems are robust enough to sufficiently  meet the requirements 
of end-users as well as the providers of the service (i.e. the administrators). An entirely new 
value chain is introduced to the indoor environment, in which end-user demands must be met 
by administrators responsible for providing the service, who also have requirements when 
setting up  the system. The incentive for administrators to provide such a service is the 
potential to gain substantial profits, as indoor positioning enables tracking of customer 
movement, which could be used for interesting services such as LBS and location based 
advertising (LBA). 
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The initial idea for a study concerning smartphone-based indoor navigation was pitched to us 
by TML, as they were frequently approached by clients interested in such systems. TML 
had, however, scant knowledge of the different indoor positioning techniques and no 
experience in performing end-user evaluations, wherefore they asked us to perform a study 
on their behalf. The idea of a a bipartite master’s thesis, representing the perspectives of end-
users as well as administrators, was born. Our approach was to take the role of TML, as a 
typical service provider, and perform an explorative launch of two indoor navigation 
solutions. Afterwards, end-user evaluations of the systems were to be carried out.

2.1 Background
Smartphone positioning can be accomplished in various ways, both in terms of hardware and 
software, with different  degrees of precision and accuracy. Positioning systems are 
commonly divided into two categories, global positioning and local positioning. Indoor 
positioning of smartphone devices is solely  based on local positioning technologies, whereas 
global positioning refers to technologies on a global level, such as the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) or other systems exclusively based on satellite signals. Systems with a global 
coverage are generally not  applicable in an indoor environment, due to signal blockage of 
physical objects (a clear line of sight is obliged) (Kolodziej & Hjelm, 2006; Koyuncu & 
Yang, 2010). An exception is the A-GPS, which is not solely based on satellite signals, as it  
also utilises stored data on the A-GPS server. Local positioning on the other hand, relies on 
technologies that make use of long-range or short-range networks such as cellular networks, 
WiFi networks, Bluetooth or geotagged photographs, which can be combined with the 
smartphone’s A-GPS. This means that since such solutions are not relying on satellites, they 
can be applicable in any indoor environment, assuming someone is willing to set up  and 
administer the system.

Out of the local positioning sector, technological solutions have emerged from different 
directions and from different actors. However, no one has taken a solid market share. From 
the emerged solutions we have found two main branches: high-level local positioning and 
low-level local positioning. High-level local positioning is not dependent on specific 
wireless technologies but instead creates abstraction from the underlying technologies, used 
to render the position; whereas low-level is hardware specific, bound to specific wireless 
technologies and thereby often buildings. The terms high- and low-level, which are 
borrowed from computer science1, are in this paper used to separate systems based on their 
detail abstraction towards service providers.

4
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The high-level local positioning branch consists of positioning techniques utilising the A-
GPS and infrastructure with long-range transmission such as cellular networks. The 
infrastructure used within the high-level branch is maintained by external actors, why  it 
cannot be configured or fine-tuned by administrators who intend to utilise the technology for 
deployment of specific end-user services. The infrastructure is veiled from the service 
provider, who is unable to affect the hardware used to render the position. The low-level 
local positioning branch, on the other hand, encompasses positioning techniques requiring 
building-specific infrastructure to provide a device its current position. The infrastructure 
may consist of WiFi APs, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, ultrasound, or 
TV radio signals (Kolodziej & Hjelm, 2006). As opposed to the high-level branch, the 
infrastructure used in the low-level branch generally  only support a specific building and 
does not rely  on external actors. Hence, the infrastructure needs to be manually installed and 
configured, allowing it to be tuned and tweaked for performance within the specific 
environment, as the service provider governs most aspects of it.

Apart from position acquisition, indoor navigation solutions differ in other aspects foremost 
considering creation of floor plans as well as functionality embedded in the systems. 
Whereas some systems are seemingly straightforward and solely provide positioning 
capabilities, other systems are of an entirely different sophistication regarding accessible 
navigational aids and tools. The more advanced functionality  the system offers, the more 
advanced functionality is provided to the service developers; who then needs to adapt the 
corresponding creational tools. Creational tools may include integrated editors used for e.g. 
floor plan creation, data collection, as well as external web-based map services.

The complexity of deploying a fully  integrated system - a “stovepipe” solution - increases 
in direct relation to the accommodated functionality. In contrast, less sophisticated systems 
might be set up relatively effortless but at the expense of limitations regarding functionality. 
From a wider perspective, the indoor domain is, to some extent, a private space and without 
authorisation or access to blueprints and other building specific information, setting up an 
indoor navigation system might prove problematic. The usability of the end-result  is, 
however, dependent on user requirements and preferences when achieving a specific purpose 
- namely navigating to a destination.

The value-chain created, beginning with the system’s creator, by way of the service provider, 
to finally end up in the hands of the end-user, raises ambiguity  on how to design a useful 
indoor navigation system; as there is a grey area of responsibility between creators of the 
system and those who ultimately provide the service, as well as what and how functionality 
should be implemented. As a system can be viewed upon with different  lenses, depending on 
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what in the value-chain one might choose to emphasise, usability  can have different 
meanings and requirements to reach a satisfactory end-result.

2.2 Problem
The main problem with indoor navigation systems designed for mobile devices, generally, is 
accuracy  in determining the user position in a specific indoor environment. Available 
solutions and their underlying algorithms and combinations of different embedded 
technologies, which in interplay  constitute complex structures, are yet to be perfectly 
accurate when providing the mobile device with its indoor location. However, with position 
accuracy  set aside, other areas within indoor navigation are seemingly unexplored, both 
concerning user behaviour and adaptation of available solutions. Smartphone navigation is 
new to the indoor environment for both providers of the systems (responsible for 
implementing them), as well as to the end-users. How should floor plans be represented and 
what level of detail should the floor plans encompass? What functionality  is necessary  in 
order for end-users to properly navigate and orient themselves when being indoors? What 
implications do the end-user requirements have on the system regarding dynamism and 
sophistication? 

Service providers are obliged to decide which technical solution to use and to be aware of its 
limitations, which consequently affect both themselves and end-users. End-users on the other 
hand face the problem of interpreting the provided solutions, and use them to successfully 
navigate themselves to specific locations in the indoor environment. The characteristics and 
requirements of an indoor navigation system is, thus, yet to be determined from both an 
administrative perspective, as well as from an end-user perspective.

In this thesis two separate perspectives have been investigated and they are defined as 
follows:

Administrator Perspective: The perspective from which the system is viewed upon by 
stakeholders involved in the process of providing the user with a functional system, i.e. 
providers of the service.

End-user Perspective: The perspective from which an end-user looks upon a system, i.e. the 
user interface (UI) and its bundled functionality is the entire system.
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2.2.1 Administrator Perspective

In order to adjust to the conditions and to improve the indoor navigation and positioning 
experience, the administrators (stakeholders from a developing standpoint, who provide the 
service) have to make fundamental decisions regarding what type of service or system to 
use. Apart from how the positioning is accomplished by the system, the administrators also 
have to take into account the availability  of floor plan frameworks, which may differ 
concerning structure and implementation. Different systems also require various 
implementation efforts, which ultimately affects the developers and the end-users. If the 
administrator decides to utilise and implement an existing system, the controllability  aspect 
may  also be of importance (i.e. how dependent is the service provider on the creator of the 
system). Finally, not all indoor positioning systems are applicable for any smartphone 
operating system (OS), which causes accessibility problems on particular devices.

2.2.2 End-user Perspective

Positioning a user’s smartphone indoors can be accomplished using different techniques and 
technologies, as previously mentioned. The end-user is, nevertheless, most likely  indifferent 
to how complex the underlying technology is, provided that they are not subjected to latency 
or inaccurate positioning. When navigating, regardless of environment, the main task is 
always to transport oneself from point A to point B; preferably in an optimised manner 
concerning speed and effort. Traditional vehicle navigation is usually limited to two 
dimensions over long distances, with predetermined pathways such as streets. Smartphone 
navigation and especially indoor navigation, on the other hand, is performed over shorter 
distances with the additional third dimension included, as well as less restrictions regarding 
movement. As the nature of the navigation seemingly differs, the systems comprehending 
the navigational support should logically also differ. The question is, how should indoor 
navigation be done to optimise the transportation procedure for the end-users and be as 
beneficial and useful as possible?

As smartphone-based indoor navigation is a fairly young discipline, it is yet to be determined 
how such systems should be implemented to facilitate the end-users with orientation and 
navigation in an indoor environment.

2.3 Aim, Objective & Questions
The first aim with this master’s thesis is to, from an administrator perspective, determine the 
complexity, controllability and efforts needed when implementing an indoor navigation 
system designed for smartphones. The second aim is to determine essential characteristics 
and functionality  of such a system from an end-user perspective. In short, the aim is to 
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investigate usability from both a developing viewpoint, as well as from an end-user 
viewpoint. The requirements end-users demand and value in order to navigate and orient 
properly, will be interwoven with the preferences service providers deem fundamental and 
desirable when setting up a system. By contrasting both sides of the coin and highlight 
important usability  aspects, we aim to ease the decision making process for organisations 
that want to utilise and implement a smartphone-based indoor navigation system. The 
common aim with this thesis is, therefore, to compile guidelines for how an indoor 
navigation system should be designed, to maximise usability  for end-users utilising the 
system and administrators deploying the system.

Common Aims & Objectives

Through experimental deployment of two indoor navigation systems, we aimed to reveal 
important usability  issues from an administrative viewpoint. The advantages and 
disadvantages of implementing a system based on specific positioning techniques, 
infrastructure and integrated tools was evaluated and compared. Subsequently, we performed 
usability tests that were focused on functionality and the facilitation of users ability  to 
navigate and orient themselves, using the two systems. Our joint recommendations were 
compiled as guidelines for stakeholders in the development process of indoor navigation 
systems (section 9.3 Common Conclusion). The two main objectives with this study were:

• Propose guidelines denoting important topics for service providers when implementing 
and deploying smartphone-based indoor navigation solutions, and pinpoint usability 
issues in different systems (Administrator)

• Identify and highlight concrete usability problems as well as useful features, regarding 
navigation and orientation in an indoor environment, compiled as guidelines (End-
user)

Specific Aims & Questions: Administrator Perspective

We decided to assume the role of service providers and deployed two existing indoor 
navigation systems, in parallel with an evaluation of the setup  procedure and structure of 
each system. Through those two experiments, we could investigate whether dynamic indoor 
navigation systems allow for a higher usability  margin. The prerequisites and time for 
deploying each of the two available solutions (when implemented on a large scale in a 
complex environment) was compared. Based on our findings, we analysed the possibility  to 
tweak the solutions in order to improve them. 
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Our specific questions and objectives became:

• What resources are required in order to create and update the digital floor plans?

• How cumbersome is the manual data collection pertaining to each solution?

• How error-prone are the systems to human errors in the setup process?

• How vulnerable are the systems to alterations to the infrastructure and the 
environment?

• Analyse advantages and disadvantages of the positioning techniques, depending on 
building characteristics, e.g. size and complexity.

• Analyse in what ways the two selected indoor navigation solutions can be optimised

• Investigate how dependencies towards the creators of the system affect service 
providers/developers

Specific Aims & Questions: End-user Perspective
We aimed to evaluate each of the two systems bundled functionality (included in each 
solution) and, to some extent, the user interface (UI) from an end-user perspective. 
Functionality and characteristics, which end-users found substantial and desirable when 
attempting to orient  and navigate indoors, was determined. Improvements which can 
increase and enhance the usability of the solutions, were investigated and discussed. Our 
specific questions and objectives became:

• Identify  key features concerning user behaviour in smartphone-based indoor 
navigation

• What characterises a useful indoor navigation aid (e.g. tool)?

• How should instructional feedback be presented to end-users within a navigational 
guidance tool?

• How important is positioning accuracy, compared to other essential characteristics?

• How important is cross-referencing between what is being displayed on the 
smartphone and visual landmarks within the surroundings?

• Investigate desired functionality  by  end-users, and discuss the features from a technical 
standpoint

9



2.4 Delimitations
This study is limited to systems originating from the local positioning category, mainly  due 
to the fact that systems from the global positioning category  do not support indoor 
positioning. Furthermore, this study  only encompasses systems that are commercially 
available for direct implementation, i.e. systems that are not dependent on manufacturer-
specific hardware such as positioning beacons (with the exception of WiFi APs) available for 
public use. 

Moreover, as local positioning techniques are based on measurements of signal-strength 
within the device, which is currently  only  available in the Android OS; this study is limited 
to front-end systems designed for devices that runs the Android OS. 

In this study  we will not develop our own positioning system, but use existing solutions. The 
primary objective is not to evaluate the UIs of the systems, but rather to evaluate different 
functionality enabled by those systems. Furthermore, the main focus of our investigation and 
experiments will concern the indoor domain, which means no combination of indoor and 
outdoor surroundings will be explored in this study.

As mentioned in chapter 1 Introduction, service providers could possibly have other 
incentives to provide customers or clients with an indoor navigation service. We will, 
however, focus this study on the usability  of implementing indoor navigation systems, 
through self-usage, and the systems’ usability regarding end-user navigation. Hence, we will 
not explore the possibilities to utilise the systems for other areas such as LBS or LBA.

2.5 Target Audience
The target audience for this thesis are people interested in HCI in general, and more 
specifically people interested in the usage, implementation and characteristics of 
smartphone-based indoor navigation systems. The contents of this paper may also be of 
interest to people who want to get an overview of existing indoor navigation solutions.

2.6 Business Outlook
During the commencement of this master’s thesis a literature study in conjunction with a 
visit to the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Barcelona, 2012 (from the 27th of February to 
the 1st of March), was performed. This was done to get up to date with available 
technologies and theories, regarding smartphones and indoor navigation and positioning 
systems. Meetings with employees at Ericsson Labs, who have created their own indoor 
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navigation system, were conducted; known issues and features regarding their service Indoor 
Maps and Positioning, as well as indoor navigation technologies in general, were discussed.

2.7 The Mobile Life
The Mobile Life Group (TML) is a Swedish and Singapore based company with its core 
business focused on design and development of mobile applications, for both smartphones as 
well as for other types of portable devices. TML enables companies and organisations to take 
advantage of the mobile channel, for campaigns or as part of their critical business 
operations. The company was founded in 2006, but has already established themselves as a 
key player on the competitive market of mobile application development, and has developed 
solutions for some of the largest companies in the world. They strive to live on the bleeding 
edge of technology and believe that what is possible is “only limited by your imagination”.

2.8 Outline
The outline of this paper is structured in a chronological manner, according to how the study 
was performed. The paper begins with an introductory part, where acknowledged theories 
regarding HCI, usability and positioning and navigation systems are described. The paper 
then continues with a methodology section, where the theories behind the methods used in 
this study are elaborated, followed by a section containing the realisation of the study. 
Finally, our conclusions and recommendations regarding future work on the subject are 
stated.
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3 THEORY
In the following chapter common theories needed to understand the approach and the standpoint of the 
thesis work, are stated; foremost regarding Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), positioning and 
navigation systems, and available indoor navigation solutions. Theories concerning agile development 
and mobile application development, which are relevant to our study, are also described.

3.1 Usability Defined
According to the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), and especially their 
standard “ISO 9241-11” (1998), which belongs to the general standard “ISO 9241-
ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs)”, usability  is 
defined in the following way: 

"Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use." 

The core in the definition is the three keywords effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. 
Effectiveness describes to what extent a goal or task is achieved, efficiency the amount of 
resources needed or spent, and satisfaction the level of satisfaction or amount of positive 
feelings the usage generates. The ISO definition can be seen as strict and general and it can, 
therefore, be difficult to interpret. Dumas & Redish (1999) shortened definition or 
explanation for usability might be easier to grasp. They state that: 

“Usability means the people who use the product can do so quickly and easily to 
accomplish their own task.”

However, as standardised as usability may seem, it is quite a complex and abstract 
interdisciplinary  science. According to Gulliksen & Göransson (2002), usability  is a relative 
concept meaning that  a product or system does not have an intrinsic predefined usability. 
Instead they suggest that a product or system has a usability capacity which differs and either 
increases or decreases depending on the specific user, the specific task and the specific 
context. When the usability of a system is described, it is common to describe it  in terms of 
high or low usability, if it is not  completely  obvious that the product or system cannot be 
used to fulfil its intended task; in that case the product or system can be classified as useless.
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Additional research (Benyon, 2010) defines a system with a high degree of usability, with 
the following characteristics: 

• It will be efficient in that people will be able to do things using an appropriate amount 
of effort

• It will be efficient in that it contains the appropriate amount of functions and 
information content, organised in an appropriate manner

• It will be easy to learn how to do things and remember how to do them after a while

• It will be safe to operate in the variety of contexts in which it will be used

• It will have high utility in that it does the things that people want to get done

Benyon also states that in order to achieve usability it is required to take a human-centred 
approach to design, in which iterative evaluations are central.

3.1.1 Our Usability Interpretation

We have chosen to adopt Dumas & Redish’s interpretation of usability, in combination with 
a modified version of Gulliksen & Göransson’s theory of a systems usability  capacity, which 
they  state varies depending on user, task and context. As opposed to Gulliksen & Göransson, 
we believe any system or product  has an intrinsic potential for usability capacity, or margin, 
which can be designed for and affect the outcome - i.e. the experience of utilising the 
system. The result  of utilising the system may vary due to the above stated factors, yet it  is 
mainly based on the effectiveness and efficiency when users are trying to accomplish their 
own task. Both theories go hand in hand in our reinterpretation, as systems encompassing 
high potential for usability capacity are more likely to lead to efficiency  and effectiveness, 
when end-users try to accomplishing goal-oriented tasks, and vice versa.

3.2 Human-Centered Design (HCD)
Human-Centered Design (HCD) is a design approach or process, used for interactive system 
development, where human factors, ergonomics knowledge and techniques are all 
incorporated to make a useful system. Like usability, HCD also has an ISO-definition (ISO 
13407:1999) where the general principles of the process are described. It states the 
importance of human factors and ergonomics in system development:

“The application of human factors and ergonomics to interactive systems design 
enhances effectiveness and efficiency, improves human working conditions, and 
counteracts possible adverse effects of use on human health, safety and performance.”
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The human-centred approach is characterised by the following:

• The active involvement of users and a clear understanding of user and task 
requirements

• An appropriate allocation of function between users and technology

• The iteration of design solutions

• Multidisciplinary design

Furthermore, there are a couple of typical tools and methods that are used in the analysis of 
the user-centred design, mainly: persona, scenario, and use case.

3.2.1 Active Involvement of Users

The involvement of users early, continually  and actively during the whole design process, 
allows for clearer understanding of both users and their task requirements, as established by 
ISO 13407, Wilson et al. (1997), and Gulliksen & Göransson (2002). Users can provide 
valuable information regarding the context of use, the tasks, and how they  are likely to work 
with the future product or system. Exactly how the users participate varies depending on 
what type of product or system that is being created, but the effectiveness of user 
involvement increases as the interaction between the developers and users increases (Karat, 
1997).

3.2.2 Appropriate Allocation of Function

When designing a system, according to HCD, one of the most important principles is the 
appropriate allocation of function, or in other terms the specification of which functions 
should be carried out by the user and which by  the technology. According to ISO 13407, the 
decisions should be based on many  factors, such as: relative capabilities and limitations of 
humans versus technology regarding reliability, speed, accuracy, strength, flexibility of 
response, financial cost, the importance of successful or timely accomplishment of tasks and 
user well-being. However, the decisions should not be based on if a specific function is 
assignable for the technology, and if not, simply assigning it  to the user; it should not be 
assumed that technology always is the better choice just  because it is applicable (Preece et 
al., 2002).

3.2.3 Iteration of Design Solution

When designing products or systems that, to some extent, are going to be used by people, 
iterations of the design solutions are crucial; no matter how good the designer is, it  is 
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impossible to get it right the first few times (Gould et al., 1987; Gulliksen & Göransson, 
2002). The more iterations performed, the better. A well balanced and repeated cycle 
containing design, test and measure, and redesign is important to end up with a successful 
and useful product or system (ISO 13407; Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002).

3.2.4 Multidisciplinary Design

To address all diversities and human aspects involved in system design, and to cover all 
aspects of human-centred design, a multidisciplinary  team is crucial (ISO 13407). The 
composition of the team should reflect all concerned parts, from organisation responsible for 
technical development, by  way of customer to end-user. However, one person for each 
discipline is not needed and a small team can cover all aspects if each person possesses 
knowledge from more than one discipline. This was also concluded by  Preece et al. (2002), 
who state that not everyone who is a stakeholder needs to be represented on a design team, 
but the effect of the artefact on them must be considered. By allowing a team with 
multidisciplinary knowledge, important and appropriate design trade-off decisions can be 
made.

3.2.5 Persona, Scenario and Use Case

Personas, scenarios, and use cases are often used by developers and designers as a first  step, 
before contacting real users but also throughout the development process, in order to 
pinpoint end-users; to gain a better understanding of who they are and how they perceive the 
world they live and work in (Cooper, 2004). A persona is a concrete and detailed 
representation of a typical end-user for which the product or system is designed; common 
attributes are name, age, background, goals and aspiration (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002). The 
number of personas used depends on how disparate the intended target group is, the more 
disparate, a larger number of personas is needed. Once the appropriate personas are 
established, the scenarios are created. A scenario is essentially a story about a persona 
undertaking activities in contexts using technologies.

A scenario can either be quite detailed, focusing on a specific task, or be more general, 
targeting interaction from a broader perspective. Having both persona and scenario in place, 
developers and designers can extend their assumptions with the aid of use cases. In short, a 
use case describes the interaction between an individual and the rest of the world, i.e. people 
or device; as Rolland & Ben Achour (1998) puts it:

“The basic idea is to specify use cases that cover all possible pathways through the 
system functions.”
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What differs the use case from a scenario is its close connection to reality, where known 
events are broken down into smaller components. For example, if a persona with scenario is 
used to gain better understanding of a presumptive but yet fictive interaction, a use case is 
used to gain better understanding of known but easily neglected interaction patterns.

3.3 Autobiographical Design
The term autobiographical design was coined by  Neustaedter & Sengers (2012), as formal 
research methodology for evaluation through self-usage have yet to be established in HCI 
research. The concept of dogfooding2  (or “eat your own dogfood”) has been applied in the 
industry for years, and researchers also make use of the informal practice (Panopticon 
Central, 2004; Google, 2009). Neustaedter & Sengers (2012) defines autobiographical 
design, as an HCI research method, in the following way:

“...design research drawing on extensive, genuine usage by those creating or building 
the system.”

Genuine is, in this context, described to be based on the true needs of researchers, as 
opposed to pretended needs of expected end-users of the system. The core of the 
methodology is that by  use of an explorative approach, researchers or developers can reflect 
their own experiences in the system at an early-stage.

3.4 Context
According to Benyon (2010), context is often defined as the:

“...human, physical, organisational, historical and social environment  in which a 
technology is used.”

For mobile devices and especially smartphones, the physical context is the most relevant (i.e. 
where the device is physically  located). In HCI the context is a vital part and should always 
be considered, both when designing as well as when evaluating (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998).
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microsoft/ (Accessed 2013-01-31)
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3.5 Positioning System
A positioning system is a mechanism for determining an object’s position in space, or as 
Kolodziej & Hjelm (2006) explains it:

“The core of any positioning system is the means for measuring the whereabouts of a 
terminal, and the algorithm to compute those whereabouts in relation to some known 
location (whether absolute or relative).”

As stated by Kolodziej & Hjelm, a position can either be absolute, using a global frame of 
reference, or relative, using a local frame of references. For example a position acquired in 
the global frame of references could be given in the conventional longitude and latitude 
coordinate systems (e.g. 59.346946 long, 18.073346 lat). An example for a position acquired 
in a local frame of reference could simply be standard X and Y coordinates (e.g. 134.5 X, 
21.0 Y). A positioning system can either be terminal based or network based, depending on 
where the position is being calculated. When a smartphone is positioned, the position is 
usually  calculated on the network (i.e. on a server), due to computing limitations in the 
smartphone.

As mentioned in section 2.1 Background, positioning systems can be divided into two main 
categories: global positioning and local positioning. The technical details regarding the 
distinction will now be elaborated.

3.5.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system originally 
developed and maintained by  the United States Department of Defence (U.S. DoD). The 
system has always been available to civilians but since the 1st of May 2000, the satellite 
signals sent to GPS receivers used by  civilians were degraded, causing less accurate 
positioning. As of 2012, the GPS is used in a large variety of devices including smartphones. 
In order for a GPS capable device to calculate a position, it has to have a clear line of sight to 
at least four satellites (McNeff, 2002). The positioning principle of the GPS is illustrated in 
Figure 2, and Zandbergen & Barbeau (2011) describes the GPS positioning procedure as:

“A mobile GPS receiver, located on the earth’s surface, uses radio signals broadcast 
from these satellites to determine the receiver’s position, usually expressed as latitude 
and longitude, as well as additional positioning information.”

The basic concept of how a position is calculated by a GPS receiver, can be described in the 
following way: The GPS receiver receives signals sent by  each satellite it currently has a 
clear line of sight to, containing data about the satellites’ current positions together with 
timestamps for the transmission. The transit time (time difference between the timestamp 
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and current time) is used to calculate the distance to each satellite, which defines a sphere. 
The calculated distances, together with the data about the satellites’ current positions, are 
then used to compute the location of the receiver using standard navigation equations. 
(Getting, 1993)

Apart from the commonly known and commercially used GPS, other examples of space-
based satellite navigation systems are: Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema 
or Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) created by the Russian Aerospace 
Defence Forces, Galileo created by the European Union together with the European Space 
Agency, and Indian Regional Navigational Satellite System (IRNSS) developed by  the 
Indian Space Research Organisation.

3.5.2 Assisted Global Positioning System (A-GPS)

The Assisted Global Positioning System (A-GPS) is an enhancement of the original GPS and 
is especially used in smartphone devices. The A-GPS allows for a faster startup or time-to-
first-fix (TTFF) and provides a more accurate position, compared to the conventional GPS. 
A-GPS has two modes of operation: Mobile Station Assisted (MSA) and Mobile Station 
Based (MSB). In MSA mode the smartphone receives acquisition assistance, reference time 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the positioning principle of the GPS.



and other optional assistance data from an A-GPS server. The received data enables the 
smartphone to rapidly acquire signals from visible satellites; the smartphone subsequently 
sends the measurements back to the A-GPS server, which then calculates the position and 
sends it  back to the smartphone. In MSB mode the smartphone receives ephemeris3, 
reference location, reference time and other optional assistance data from an A-GPS server. 
Using the received data, the smartphone then collects signals from visible satellites and 
calculates its position. (Djuknic & Richton, 2001; Zandbergen & Barbeau, 2011)

In short, A-GPS allows for a faster TTFF by downloading additional data from A-GPS 
servers over networks with high bit rates, rather than downloading the data directly from the 
satellites with slower transmission. A-GPS also increases positioning accuracy by using 
stored data on the A-GPS server. Knowledge of the local ionospheric4  and other conditions, 
which affect the GPS receiver when calculating the position, whether the calculation is done 
on the smartphone or the server, is utilised to increase the accuracy. Many  smartphones also 
combine A-GPS with other location services and technologies such as cell tower 
triangulation, to increase the position accuracy. (Van Diggelen, 2009)

3.6 Location-sensing Techniques
A location-sensing technique is essentially the software or algorithmic side of a positioning 
system. Apart from the hardware infrastructure systems may consist  of, each system also has 
a software side interpreting and computing the received data. The most common location-
sensing techniques for indoor positioning can be divided in the following three main groups: 
location fingerprinting, trilateration, and proximity.

3.6.1 Location Fingerprinting

Location fingerprinting5  or scene analysis, is a technique which examines a scene such as a 
room from a fixed vantage point. The idea is to record the occurrence of different radio-
signals in a specific location, and measure the signal-strengths using a mobile device, as 
physical locations in the world have unique radio signatures. These measurements and the 
geographical location are then stored in a database, and are later used to calculate positions 
using algorithms. Positioning systems based on the fingerprinting method, thus, require the 
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4 The ionosphere is a part of the atmosphere and plays an important part in atmospheric electricity, as it 
influences radio propagation to distant places on Earth.

5 “To identify by a distinctive mark or characteristic”
Fingerprint. Dictionary.com. The American Heritage Stedman's Medical Dictionary. 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/fingerprint (Accessed 2012-05-29)
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service developer to record these fingerprints before any positioning can be computed. Once 
the system is implemented, users roaming within the realms of the pre-recorded fingerprints, 
acquires a position as their device sends its current signal-strengths to a server. The server 
then returns a rendered position, using the retrieved signal-strengths and the stored 
fingerprints in combination with the algorithm.

3.6.2 Trilateration

Trilateration is a method for determining the position of a wireless device, as a function of 
the lengths between the wireless device and each of the APs the device is connected to. In 
trilateration, as opposed to triangulation, the angle of approach is neglected and the only 
important factor is the distance to the AP and the APs relative locations. However, the 
position of each AP needs to be known by the system. The mathematical process of 
trilateration can be either two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D), where the main 
difference is the geometry used; 2D trilateration uses circles, whereas 3D trilateration uses 
spheres. 

The 3D trilateration principal can be described in the following way: a sphere, based on the 
computed radius from the AP to the device, is drawn around three adjacent APs; using the 
geometry of the created spheres and triangles, the centre of the area with the most 
intersection points is presumed to be the position of the device (see Figure 3). Hence, the 
device needs to be in contact with at least three APs to acquire a proper position, as the 
estimation of the position requires information of three spheres’ centre and radius. The main 
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Figure 3. Illustration of trilateration, where AP 2 is closest to the location of the user device 
(middle dot). A position can only be acquired within the realms of the dashed triangle.



principals of trilateration are illustrated in Figure 3, where the measured signal-strengths 
provide the radius of each circle (as the image is 2D). The circles, thus, are based on the 
measured signal-strength from each AP to the device, which is translated to a radius from 
which each circle is drawn.

3.6.3 Proximity

Positioning by proximity is one of the simplest techniques, where the location of a wireless 
device is estimated to be the same as the location of the AP it is currently  connected to. This 
means that the actual position of the device can be anywhere within the area the AP is 
covering; hence, the accuracy  of the estimated position is a linear function of the coverage 
radius of the serving AP.

3.7 Indoor Navigation Systems
The term navigation system is closely associated with vehicles or vessels, allowing for 
navigational aid from one point to another, i.e. from start  to destination. As stated by 
Kolodziej & Hjelm (2006): 

“A navigation system needs to provide support when defining the travel as well as 
guidance to the selected destination.”

Traditionally, navigation systems are based on global positioning (i.e. satellite-based such as 
the GPS) and intended for outdoor usage, where signal reception is not obstructed by 
physical objects. Apart  from the GPS receiver, the systems also include some type of 
interface, allowing for user interaction. Navigation systems can be of various sophistication 
regarding capabilities embedded in the system, which may comprise of: visual maps, 
location determination, direction guidance, route planning, and emergency information.

In a broader sense, a common denominator in all modern navigation systems is the fact that 
they  are all digital - regardless of contextual implementation. The contexts of navigation 
may differ depending on three factors: the device being used, the means of conveyance, and 
the environment. First, the device is either portable or stationary, depending on the intended 
use of the service; second, the person navigating can do so either by foot or using a vehicle 
or vessel; and third, the navigation can be performed either outdoors or indoors. In this paper 
we will use the term smartphone navigation to describe navigation on foot, which is 
performed either indoors or outdoors. We will also use the term vehicle navigation to 
describe outdoor navigation using a vehicle (or vessel).
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Smartphone navigation differs from vehicle navigation in many ways; whereas vehicle 
navigation systems are essentially  stationary, a smartphone navigation system needs to be 
portable. The flow of vehicle navigation can be considered as a relatively regular course of 
events, as road geometry and possible pathways are predetermined and limited by  the road 
network. In contrast, smartphone users within an indoor (or outdoor) environment are far 
less predictable, as they may virtually roam free in the available space (Kolodziej & Hjelm, 
2006). For vehicle navigation traffic regulations also restrict movement in certain directions, 
while pedestrians may move in any direction desirable - including vertical displacement 
when indoors (if multiple floors are available). 

Our definition of an indoor navigation system is not only limited to systems with interactive 
routing capabilities, i.e. directional step-by-step guidance, but also comprises systems that 
only supports manual orientation on plain floor plans with positioning possibilities.

3.8 Available Solutions
As for 2012, there are few different indoor navigation solutions commercially available, 
however, by adopting the aims and delimitations of this study, the following two solutions 
are still applicable:

• Qubulus - Indoor Positioning

• Ericsson Labs - Indoor Maps and Positioning

The listed solutions were selected by  us based on availability, scalability  and smartphone 
accessibility (see Figure 4); we believe that they  are the two most promising solutions to 
date. Similar disregarded solutions were: Google Maps - Floor Plans (A-GPS and cellular 
network triangulation), WiFiSLAM (location fingerprinting), and GloPos (cellular network 
triangulation).
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3.8.1 Qubulus – Indoor Positioning

Qubulus’ service, called Indoor Positioning, belongs to the high-level local positioning 
branch, as the system is not dependent on domain specific hardware. The system is based on 
location fingerprinting, which need to be manually collected by  the service provider. The 
collected data is subsequently  “Compressed and compiled”, according to Qubulus’ webpage, 
and a position is generated using their own engine - called QPS Positioning Engine 
(Qubulus, 2012a). A conjunction of the precedently gathered data, which consists of 
location-based radio signals, is matched in real-time with current device signals, also 
enabling live-tracing capabilities. Qubulus’ service does not support dynamic or interactive 
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Figure 4. Illustration of the selected solutions as a comparison of: device availability, utilised 
infrastructure, manual data collection, floor plan creation tool and category, for each solution.
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guidance and solely provide a user position; the position accuracy presumably increases in 
areas with higher density  of pre-recorded fingerprints. The live-tracing of the user position 
can also be recorded, which allows for subsequent pattern analysis (Qubulus, 2012a). 

Apart from floor plan positioning, the engine is also 
capable of vertical determination, i.e. floor assessment. 
Qubulus’ service also offers an API, where locally 
stored floor plans can be used in a customised 
application (see Figure 5) or directly  within Qubulus’ 
own application called Gecko. The API also offers 
different features to enhance the positioning experience 
but lacks the ability to place the floor plan in any 
geographical context (i.e. overlaying the building on a 
map). As the position is based on geographical 
coordinates it is, however, possible to manually place 
the floor plan in an outdoor surrounding, using an 
external web-based map service. Qubulus does not 
provide any online storage of floor plans, making floor 
plans only  privately available (i.e. no external user or 
developer can access already created floor plans).

Set up procedure
For a detailed description on how the service is practically set up, a complete walkthrough of 
the system can be found in Appendix 1: Walkthrough of Qubulus - Indoor Positioning.

3.8.2 Ericsson Labs – Indoor Maps and Positioning

Indoor Maps and Positioning is a positioning service provided by Ericsson Labs and is 
categorised as a low-level local positioning. The system does not, however, need any  further 
hardware installation, except for WiFi AP - if not already appointed (Ericsson Labs, 2012a). 
The service developer is obliged to manually map each available AP in the indoor 
environment, which is uploaded to Ericsson Labs. Positioning is accomplished as the 
smartphone application scans for APs within reach and sends the data to Ericsson Labs, via 
an API, which returns a position using trilateration. However, a location can only be 
provided within an area with access to at least three APs (Ericsson Labs, 2012a; section 3.5.2 
Trilateration), as illustrated in Figure 6. Indoor Maps and Positioning is a fully integrated 
solution, earlier described as a “stovepipe” solution, consisting of separate editors (modules): 
Map Editor, Style Editor, Tag Set Editor, Indoor Maps API, and Indoor Positioning API. 
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Figure 5. Screen capture of an example 
of Qubulus’ service, implemented in an 
Android application. (Qubulus, 2012b)



The editors (modules) mainly  enable creation of digital floor plans, colour-coding and 
categorisation of objects, whereas the API services enable positioning and map visualisation 
in an Android application. Ericsson Labs provides an open source sample project, from 
which a smartphone application can be customised or simply be used as-is (see Figure 7). A 
created floor plan is based on an Extensive Markup Language (XML) structure, rendered 
using vector graphics; which ultimately enables unlimited zoom capabilities, i.e. the floor 
plan can be enlarged without the risk of loss in resolution or data. Furthermore, a created 
floor plan can either be labeled, public or private, which controls the availability  of the floor 
plans. The API also supports floor determination and interactive routing abilities (guidance). 
As the positioning is based on geographical coordinates, the service allows for the possibility 
to place the floor plan in an outdoor surrounding. However, in order to attain this seamless 
outdoor-indoor capability, integration with an external web-based map service is required.

Set up procedure
For a detailed description on how the service is practically set up, a complete walkthrough of 
the system can be found in Appendix 2: Walkthrough of Ericsson Labs - Indoor Maps and 
Positioning.
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Figure 6. Illustration of valid and invalid locations for 
positioning, within a floor plan in Ericsson Labs’ 

system. (Ericsson Labs, 2012b)

Figure 7. Screen capture of the 
Ericsson Labs’ Map Viewer and Map 

WiFi Client, which is an Android 
application. (Ericsson Labs, 2012c)



3.9 Agile Development
Agile development is a conceptual framework for software development, which has been 
adopted during - but foremost inspired - the workflow as we performed our study. It is 
designed to produce effective systems of high quality that are fit for purpose, but without the 
huge overhead associated with the planning and documentation of a large information 
technology (IT) project (Benyon, 2010). This is clearly stated by  the Manifesto for Agile 
Software Development, created by Beck et al. in 2001.

3.9.1 Manifesto for Agile Software Development

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others 
do it. Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left 
more.” (Beck et al., 2001)

3.9.2 Method Tailoring

Within the framework that is agile development, there are many different well-known agile 
methods available for direct utilisation; some of the most common are: Extreme 
Programming (XP), Scrum, and Feature Driven Development (FDD). Agile methods, 
however, vary in shape and scope of use. What is common for almost all methods though, is 
the fact  that they are suitable for method tailoring. Situation-appropriateness can be 
considered as a distinguishing characteristic between agile methods and conventional 
software development methods, which are relatively more rigid and strict  (Abrahamsson et 
al., 2003). The implication of this is that teams adopting agile methods are able to apply 
working practices according to the needs of the individual projects (i.e. tailor a method for a 
specific project).
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3.10 Mobile Application Development
Mobile application development refers to the process of developing application software for 
low-power handheld devices, such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants, tablets, and 
computers; which relates to the smartphone applications end-users of indoor navigation 
systems interact with. In conformity  with general software development, the process 
includes design, development, and deployment. There are, however, specific disparities, 
which have to be considered, when developing mobile application software. Smartphones 
and other handheld devices, generally possess different technical performance capabilities, 
compared to workstations such as personal computers (PC).

As declared by Mark & LeMarche (2009), the main differences are limitations concerning 
size and system resources. For instance, the size of the display, which is much smaller on a 
smartphone than on a workstation, directly  affects application design and layout. 
Smartphone applications are also more sensitive regarding loading times, which have to be 
kept at a minimum in order for the user to acknowledge the application as useful (Mark & 
LeMarche, 2009). Other limitations include the ability of simultaneously present multiple 
windows and access to other file systems (other than the built-in system).

The main difference between OSs for smartphones and workstations are, nevertheless, the 
absence of common standards, which results in specific knowledge and resources required 
for each mobile OS (Gasimov et al., 2010). Mobile application development is often 
symbolised by undergoing a shorter development time, as well as development teams being 
smaller in size. This might lead to difficulties in applying traditional software development 
methods, e.g. agile methods, without modification or customisation.
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4 METHODOLOGY
This  chapter describes  the design of each perspective and all methods  used within the study. Methods 
4.1 - 4.6 belongs  to the End-user perspective, whereas  methods  4.7 and 4.8  belongs to the 
Administrator perspective. 4.9 Workflow Inspired by Agile Methods, emphasises  and describes  the agile 
methods that were used as inspiration to the workflow of this  study. In the final section the chosen 
design and methods are critically discussed.

Since the general aim with this thesis was to reveal important usability  issues regarding 
smartphone-based indoor navigation from two different perspectives, the method-collection 
subsequently  had to include methods to extract useful data for both perspectives. As 
mentioned earlier, smartphone-based indoor navigation is a fairly young discipline, still in 
the stage of research and development, where large-scale commercial implementations have 
not yet reached the market. Because of this, we decided to take an explorative approach to 
the study, hence, choosing methods with characteristics suitable for the approach.

The main objective with the Administrator perspective was to: pinpoint usability issues in 
different systems and propose guidelines denoting important topics for service providers 
when implementing and deploying smartphone based indoor navigation solutions. To be able 
to draw valid conclusions, fulfil the main objective, and make the study as objective as 
possible, we decided to collect both qualitative and quantitative data. As deployment of the 
systems was necessary, we decided to collect the data as the systems were being set up. 
Combining our explorative approach to the study with the perspective’s main objective, 
made us search for methods containing the keywords ‘explorative’ and ‘evaluation’. As our 
design had to enable extraction of both qualitative and quantitative data, self-guided 
exploration and heuristic evaluation were chosen accordingly.

Regarding the End-user perspective, where the main objective was to: identify and highlight 
concrete usability problems as well as useful features, regarding end-users navigation and 
orientation in an indoor environment, and compile them as guidelines. To extract the data 
needed, as basis for the conclusions in the shape of guidelines, real end-users had to be 
included in the data gathering. The gathered data, therefore, had to be both qualitative and 
quantifiable. By combining our explorative approach, the scope of use for indoor navigation 
systems, and the main objective for the End-user perspective, the following design seemed 
suitable: field-test, observational study, interaction analysis, within-subjects design, and 
think aloud protocol. To be able to extract additional qualitative data, the method of semi-
structured interviews was also added to the design.
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Although the two separate perspectives are co-dependent they can be seen as two individual 
master’s theses projects, and their convergence adds additional value to the entire field of 
smartphone-based indoor navigation. Thus, the combined perspectives highlight the same 
area but from two different angles of approach. To ensure that our study would generate this 
additional value, we decided to use a collaborative and agile workflow. As both of us had 
prior experience of pair programming, its core concept was transferred to the workflow of 
our study and was also used as a way of thinking.

4.1 Field-test
Field testing is characterised by being implemented in a lifelike environment, which 
conforms with the intended setting of the system being tested, as opposed to a laboratory 
setting. In field tests real end-users of the system are included to imitate realistic conditions. 
As field tests are performed on-location they allow for rich and grounded data to be gathered 
in a relatively  short time, which is the methods main advantage as stated by Kjeldskov & 
Graham (2003). Disadvantages include limited control over the test and the complexity of 
the generated data, contrasted against tests conducted in laboratory settings. As mobility is 
seemingly difficult  to emulate in a laboratory  setting as well as the dynamism of changing 
contexts, field testing is especially  suitable when evaluating mobile systems. Data is 
typically collected using observation in combination with interviews, in order to acquire both 
quantitative as well as qualitative data. Regarding the number of participants needed, to find 
the most of the usability  issues, five are considered to be enough (Nielsen & Landauer, 
1993).

4.1.1 Pilot-test

A pilot-test is an initial run of a study or field-test, which can be an experiment, survey, or 
interview, with the purpose of verifying that the test is well-structured (Foraker Labs, 2012). 
The pilot-test  participant, who can be a colleague or a person otherwise easily accessible by 
the test-team, is included to verify the level of difficulty in task completion or instructional 
material; so that the collected data is meaningful for subsequent analysis (Preece et al., 
2002). 

4.2 Observational Study
Observation, as a usability  method, entails a usability expert observing users as they perform 
tasks and document their activity  (Preece et al., 2002; Foraker Labs, 2012). The observation 
can be direct, where the expert in real-time observes the user, or indirect as the expert 
observes recorded material such as video documentation at a later stage. Observational 
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studies are used to determine user behaviour and distinguish patterns and other design-
relevant activities (Foraker Labs, 2012).

4.3 Interaction Analysis
Interaction analysis entails a detailed analysis of user interaction with any given system, with 
a focus on the flow of the interaction (Preece et  al., 2002). The method derives from 
interaction design, but is used as a usability  method for evaluating the dialogue between user 
and computer (Foraker Labs, 2012). The method is best suited for evaluation of prototypes 
in late development, or operational systems. 

4.4 Semi-structured Interviews
A semi-structured interview is a research method used within the area of social science. The 
interview is usually based on a certain topic, where the interviewer generally has a set of 
questions revolving around that particular topic. Compared to a structured interview, which 
usually  has a fixed set of questions, a semi-structured interview allows for new questions to 
be brought up as the interview goes along. The interviewee is also asked to elaborate freely 
around the given question or the topic itself. This freedom can also help the interviewer to 
tailor new questions as a response to statements or answers given by the interviewee. As 
stated by Bernard (1988), semi-structured interviews are also appropriate to use when you 
will not get more than one chance to interview someone; Bernard also stresses that memory 
should not be relied on, and tape recorders should be used to record exact words.

4.5 Within-subjects Design
Within-subjects design is a usability method used to compare two or more designs, which is 
enabled by having each user try each design and measure the performances (Foraker Labs, 
2012). As the designs often are of similar character, one big problem with the method is 
avoidance of learning-curve related issues. If one design is consistently  evaluated first, users 
are assumed to frequently perform better using the latter design, regardless of the relative 
quality of each design. Hence, the importance of counterbalancing this issue, by allowing 
half of the participant group to test one design first and vice versa, needs to be taken into 
consideration.
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4.6 Think Aloud Protocol
The think aloud protocol refers to a technique in usability testing, where users are asked to 
speak their thoughts aloud whilst performing a task. Verbalisation can be a useful tool as it 
helps to acquire knowledge of mistakes or misinterpretations being made during testing, as 
well as what causes the mistakes and improvements that can prevent these mistakes (Foraker 
Labs, 2012).

4.7 Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic evaluation is a HCI research method that is especially used for usability testing of 
computer software and its UI. It specifically involves expert evaluators examining a 
particular UI and judging its compliance with recognised usability principles (i.e. the 
“heuristics”). One of the most famous type of heuristics is Jakob Nielsen’s heuristics, 
developed during 1990, with a final release 1994, containing 10 statements regarding UIs. 
Nielsen & Molich (1990) also found that even though evaluators are quite bad at doing 
heuristic evaluations of usability  problems and most of the time overlooks them, a majority 
of the problems can be discovered if a few evaluations are aggregated.

4.8 Self-guided Exploration
Self-guided exploration is a research method, which belongs to the field of HCI, and is a 
kind of empirical method (Preece et al., 2002). Empirical methods and the data derived from 
such a procedure are always extracted from trials and errors of experiments (Karat, 
Campbell & Fiegel, 1992). Self-guided exploration is closely associated with 
autobiographical design, since the characteristic of explorative self-usage conforms with the 
approach of autobiographical design research methodology. The empirical method is 
generally  characterised by the collection of large amounts of data, before any speculation of 
their significance or relevance can be done and without much ideas or theories of what to 
expect. The empirical method is mostly  useful when entering new unexplored fields, where 
it allows for an impartial standpoint, which ultimately can aid the data analysis. In self-
guided explorations experts use a system independently, with or without a set of tasks to 
perform, to test the system functionality along with the UI (Karat, Campbell & Fiegel, 
1992). The system can be tested both for a short period of time, as well as for a longer 
period. The longer a system is tested the more empirical data is usually  generated, since 
profound and complex features usually takes longer time to discover and evaluate.
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4.9 Workflow Inspired by Agile Methods
Since the core of all agile development methods are based on iterative and incremental 
development, where requirements and solutions are evolving during the entire lifespan, an 
agile workflow allows for fast changes and adaptive design. The workflow for this thesis has 
been inspired by a general agile workflow, but has not complied to any particular agile 
method. 

Pair Programming
Pair programming is an agile software development technique, which is characterised by  two 
people working collaboratively using one workstation (Williams, 2001; Wells, 2009). The 
method is stated to improve software quality, without affecting the time to deliver. As stated 
by Williams (2001), two programmers working together will produce the same amount of 
functionality, as they would have individually, with increased quality and diversity. The two 
programmers are either the driver (i.e. the person writing the code) or the observer, who 
reviews each written line of code, and the roles are switched frequently between the 
developers. 
 
In relation to the tailored workflow for this thesis pair programming has not been fully 
adopted, as we have not exclusively worked simultaneously using one single workstation. 
We have, however, occasionally used the method to its full extent, but with a mixture of 
individual implementation as well.

4.10 Combining the Methods
As both designs for the different perspectives comprise of more than one method, and as 
some of the methods included in the design of the End-user perspective can be seen as sub-
methods to others, let us now give a brief explanation of how and why the methods were 
combined.

4.10.1 Administrator Perspective

The two methods used in the Administrator perspective, self-guided exploration and 
heuristic evaluation, were not combined but were rather used as two separate means to 
gather the diverse data sought for. The idea was to extract qualitative data using the self-
guided exploration method, and to extract quantifiable data using the heuristic evaluation 
method.
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4.10.2 End-user Perspective

From the listed methods pertaining the End-user perspective, the most prominent are: the 
field-test method combined with the observational study and the semi-structured interview 
method. Interaction analysis, within-subjects design and the think aloud protocol were used 
as sub-methods, to the field-test method and the observational study. The purpose of the sub-
methods was to add additional value to the primary methods and to ensure that relevant data 
was generated in a scientific manner.

4.11 Criticism of Design & Methods
In terms of design, we could have chosen a more objective method for exploring and 
evaluating the selected solutions, as opposed to self-guided exploration. We believed that 
evaluation through self-usage was suitable for our study, as more diverse aspects of the 
systems could be explored. 

As we, in the role of HCI experts, subjectively  evaluated each system using self-guided 
exploration, one critique might be that we cannot be considered experts (per definition) 
regarding the area of indoor navigation. It would probably have been ideal for the person(s) 
performing the evaluation to have expertise regarding both HCI and indoor navigation. 
However, this can be considered to be partly compensated by the fact that this study was 
performed by two HCI experts, as opposed to only one person.

As previously  mentioned (section 4.7 Heuristic Evaluation), experts are generally quite bad 
at doing heuristic evaluations and most of the time overlook usability  issues. A solution for 
this is to aggregate multiple evaluations from individual experts, which in this study 
included two experts (i.e. the two of us). Hence, the margin of the diversity was minimal.

The observational study did not encompass any digital documentation, more specifically, no 
video or audio documentation were included and we solely noted comments on paper during 
the field-test. We excluded video documentation due to the risk of negatively  affecting user 
behaviour by  being too obtrusive, as we would have had to record the user’s interface 
interaction whilst the user was navigating (i.e. moving around). As a complement to our 
notes, we used the think aloud protocol to strengthen the observational study, and 
compensate for shortcomings caused by the lack of digital documentation. One problem 
associated with the think aloud protocol is, however, its dependence on each persons 
individual comfort with speaking their mind. Responses and user input can, therefore, be 
omitted when applied to less talkative or restricted persons.
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5 STUDY
In this  chapter the work process of this study is  described, beginning with a brief description of how the 
work was divided between us, the authors; followed by the effectuation of the study, comprising: 5.1 
Literature Review, 5.2 Persona and Scenario, 5.3 Deployment of Systems, and 5.4 Usability Testing.

The realisation of this study was partially accomplished as a collaborative work, while 
individual contributions were kept in relation to the two specific perspectives - 
Administrator and End-user. As the setup  procedure was more distinctly  attached to the 
administrative side of indoor navigation, Alexis (the author responsible for the End-user 
perspective) undertook an assisting role. Markus (the author responsible for the 
Administrator perspective) was, therefore, in charge of deployment and the effectuation of 
necessary  implementation, to ultimately  be able to provide two indoor navigation systems. 
An equivalent approach was taken regarding the usability testing, where Markus undertook 
an assisting role and Alexis took on a more prominent role. Sections in this paper, pertaining 
to each separate perspective, were written by each responsible with the support of the other. 
For a detailed visualisation of the workflow and division of responsibilities, see Figure 1 in 
section 1.1 Division of Work.

5.1 Literature Review
Since smartphone-based indoor navigation, until recently, has been commercially 
unavailable, earlier HCI studies on the subject  have been of conceptual nature, focusing on 
for example: differences between 2D and 3D maps (Cheverst & Taher, 2011), conceptual 
model of trust for indoor navigation systems (Bell et  al., 2011), and floor plan visualisation 
and UI design (Puikkonen et al., 2009). The lack of research performed on concrete and fully 
functioning (commercially available) systems, is also reflected by the more technical 
research done on the subject. The research focus on, for example: indoor positioning using 
RFID (Nakad & Saab, 2011), different wireless indoor positioning techniques (Darabi et al., 
2007), and indoor positioning by smartphone inertial sensors (Ayub, 2012).

Having gained knowledge and acquired a deeper understanding on the topic of indoor 
navigation, as well as previously  done research, the study continued with the creation of 
specific personas and scenarios - in accordance with general HCI workflow.
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5.2 Persona and Scenario
Personas and scenarios were formed in order to simplify the outlook of the end-users and 
service providers and their presumptive ambitions and goals, regarding the scope of use. 
Each persona was produced based on the synoptic goals of using (End-user perspective) or 
providing (Administrator perspective) a smartphone-based indoor navigation system. An 
accompanying scenario was produced using the same approach for both perspectives. As the 
two selected indoor navigation systems were not in operation, statistics of real end-users and 
service providers could not be obtained. Details and attributes regarding the persona of the 
End-user perspective were, therefore, based on general statistics of smartphone users, where 
the key attributes were identified as: age, map usage via smartphone, and user skill (e.g. 
beginner, intermediate or expert). The persona pertaining to the Administrator perspective 
was based on the person responsible for the overview of all application development at 
TML, i.e. the Chief Technical Officer (CTO). Hence, it is our belief that the Administrator 
persona is representative of a typical service provider.

5.2.1 Administrator Perspective – “The IT Manager of a 
Shopping Mall”

Shopping malls are most often fairly  big and complex, with thousands of square meters 
distributed over several floors, and with an internal layout difficult to overview. In order to 
aid the visitors in finding their way around, different analogue signage and floor plans are 
available. However, if the visitors cannot locate themselves within the mall it does not matter 
that analogue floor plans are provided. Since many of the visitors nowadays own a 
smartphone, it could be used to provide digital and interactive floor plans.

Persona

Adam is 42 years of age and works as a manager at the information technology (IT) 
department of a large shopping mall in southern Sweden. He is interested in new technology 
and in location based services (LBS) in general. Adam has a degree in computer science, 
from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). He is familiar with analogue map  navigation 
and uses the smartphones map application frequently, since he is often required to meet 
customer at addresses he has never visited before.

Scenario
The owner of the shopping mall Adam works at wants him to investigate smartphone-based 
indoor navigation systems, in order to aid visitors with their navigation. The mall owner tells 
Adam that the main scope of use for the system is to ease visitors with the indoor 
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smartphone navigation. The system functionality should be able to localise the visitor on a 
floor plan and, ideally, give directions between the visitor’s current location and the entrance 
of a particular store or other points of interest such as toilets.  The system with its digital 
floor plan should preferably be easy  to update, in case a store closes, changes name or 
perhaps is rebuilt.

5.2.2 End-user Perspective – “The Guest Lecturer at KTH”

As previously mentioned, this persona is based on three key attributes, which we believe are 
specifically relevant to this perspective, of general smartphone users. The largest user 
segment of smartphone users worldwide are between the ages of 18 and 55, which 
constitutes 71% of the total user group (GO-Gulf, 2012). The usage of the smartphone‘s map 
application, within the EU56, grew by 55% between March 2011 and March 2012 
(Comscore, 2012); indicating that  the typical user is becoming increasingly accustomed to 
smartphone navigation. The presumptive user skill was chosen as intermediate, to capture 
the median of general everyday users.

The persona is new to the specific outdoor and indoor environment, which in our scenario is 
the KTH campus. The total outdoor campus area is equal to the size of Gamla Stan (a city 
district in Stockholm), encompassing dozens of buildings containing lecture halls, exercise 
rooms, hallways and computer rooms. Due to unique naming and addresses, the buildings 
are, however, relatively  easy to locate in any standard map application on a smartphone. 
Once a building is entered the user is, nevertheless, marooned to static signage, which only 
declares on what floor each room is located.

Persona
Joe is a first-time guest lecturer at KTH Campus, who visits KTH for the first time and is 
thereby unaware of any internal layout (e.g. lecture halls, exercise rooms, hallways and 
computer rooms). Joe is 45 years old and works within the IT sector and has been invited to 
KTH to cohost a lecture regarding IT security. IT security is Joe’s great professional passion, 
as he has a degree from Chalmers University  of Technology with that particular focus. Joe 
possesses an Android smartphone with an indoor navigation application installed on it, as 
well as the standard map application, which he uses occasionally.
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Scenario
Joe is scheduled to cohost a lecture in a course given at KTH Campus, an environment in 
which he has no previous knowledge of. The information given to Joe by the course 
administrator, is that the lecture will be held in Lecture hall D1 and that the address for the 
entrance is Lindstedtsvägen 5. Joe knows what subway station to get off at, however, from 
that point on he needs some sort of aid to reach the final destination. Once Joe arrives at 
Tekniska Högskolan subway station he picks up his smartphone device and starts the map 
application. Using the application he successfully navigates himself to the correct entrance, 
but once he reaches the entrance he faces yet another obstacle: “How do I find D1?”, he asks 
himself. Disregarding the ability  to ask people how to find the final destination, Joe is 
obliged to follow the signage within the facility. The signage is, nevertheless, insipid in 
terms of navigation as the provided information only encompass what  rooms belong to the 
current floor. Joe then picks up his smartphone and starts an indoor navigation application...

5.3 Deployment of Systems
As the personas and scenarios for each perspective were defined, the study continued with 
the deployment of the two selected systems: Qubulus - Indoor Positioning and Ericsson 
Labs - Indoor Maps and Positioning. Hence, we undertook the role of the created persona 
with the task described in the accompanying scenario for the Administrator perspective, in 
order to have a defined approach. Each system deployment began with the floor plan 
creation, followed by the required measures enabling positioning, and ended with the 
smartphone integration; the two systems were deployed in parallel by  turns. During the 
entire deployment stage Markus took the main responsibility, giving instructions to Alexis on 
what to do and what to register.

The first step  in the deployment’s implementation phase was to acquire blueprints, which 
were ultimately provided by KTH (see Figure 8). The blueprints were, however, simply 
black and white, whereas we had to customise the original floor plans with uniform colour-
coding and removal of room IDs (which did not correspond with the room names), see 
Figure 9. As one of our aims was to compare functionality  and determine valuable 
characteristics of indoor navigation systems, we deployed the systems with the largest 
widespread of available functionality. Each specific smartphone application implementation 
were kept at a minimum, in regard to excessive time consumption.

Ericsson Labs’ application, which was based on an open source sample project, included: 
step-by-step  guidance, positioning per request, and a registry of available rooms. Room 
names were not included visually  in the floor plans. In Qubulus’ implementation their 
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Figure 9. Image of a customised floor plan (floor 5).
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standard Gecko application was used, where room names were included visually, as well as 
live-tracing capabilities. The two fully deployed services, provided by Qubulus and Ericsson 
Labs, both lacked the ability for automatic floor sensing and the procedure for switching 
floor differed amongst the systems.

5.3.1 Self-guided Exploration

The deployments of the systems were performed as a self-guided exploration, where the 
implementation procedures for each system were thoroughly  registered (see Appendix 1 and 
Appendix 2 for the complete walkthrough of each system). In more specific terms the 
deployment, or exploration tasks, consisted of the creation of three floor plans, covering 
floor 3, 4 and 5 in the main building at KTH, Campus Valhallavägen. This building was 
chosen since we believed it to be complex and large enough to function as a substitute for a 
semi-large shopping mall (the same type of area described in the Administrator scenario), it 
would also be suitable for the scenario of the End-user perspective.

When the floor plans were constructed, the exploration continued with the measures 
enabling positioning, followed by  the smartphone integration. Notes of features and 
functionalities, regarding both the graphical user interfaces (GUI) as well as the structure of 
the system itself, were taken. The exploration of the two systems, provided by Qubulus and 
Ericsson Labs, ended with the smartphone integration phase. In order to broaden our 
exploration Alexis also explored and evaluated the systems, as two evaluators are better than 
one (earlier stated in section 4.7 Heuristic Evaluation). During the self-guided exploration, 
some data of objective type was also registered. Not only  was the deployment times 
recorded, but the area for which each system covered was also measured.

5.3.2 Heuristic Evaluation

When the two systems (Qubulus and Ericsson Labs), were up and running, a heuristic 
evaluation was performed. The main objective was to get a survey of how the systems 
performed in the test-environment, especially  regarding position accuracy. The evaluation 
consisted of us walking around over the three floors, taking notes of how accurate the 
rendered position was. The accuracy in the positioning was not compared to the precise 
pinpointed location, but was rather evaluated with the perceived positioning sufficiency in 
our specific environment. The validity of the provided position was considered to be 
adequate when situated within a radius of two meter of the actual position, which was 
estimated by us. We performed 20 measurements with each system and the evaluation was 
limited to the common areas, such as hallways, where end-users were expected to primarily 
walk.
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5.4 Usability Testing
We evaluated the functionality with potential end-users of the two systems, using two 
applications: Gecko (Qubulus) and our self-implemented application of Indoor Maps and 
Positioning (Ericsson Labs). Flowcharts of the user interaction, provided by each 
application, are illustrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Figure 10 is a collection of screen 
captures from Qubulus’ Gecko application, and Figure 11 demonstrates the procedure of 
navigating using the application developed for Ericsson Labs’ system.

The end-users consisted of a group of eight people in total with no prior knowledge of the 
environment, in which the tests were conducted. Our aim was to select participants matching 
the key  attributes on which the persona were based. This resulted in a user group consisting 
of people with ages varying between 17 - 58 years, and a 50 percent ratio of each gender 
(four of respective gender). All participants were required to be familiar with smartphone 
navigation, however, indoor navigation was not a prerequisite. The users were recruited 
amongst friends of our acquaintances so that they were not too familiar with the test leader, 
which altered depending on who each participant was recruited by. Each participant was also 
required to be familiar with the Android platform, as the systems was tested using an 
Android device.

The device used in the tests was a typical Android device, more specifically a HTC 
Sensation Z710e with a 4.3 inch display. The tests were conducted in the main building at 
KTH Campus Valhallavägen, Stockholm. The main building consists of two units, the E 
building and the D building, which are connected with hallways on each floor, except for on 
the third floor (ground floor). In the building we limited the test  to only include three floors, 
the ground floor and two floors up (i.e. floor 3, 4 and 5).

Two navigational tasks with specific starting points and destinations were designed. The 
tasks were of the character from point A to point B navigation, where point A was appointed 
by us and point B a specific room within the building. Each task involved navigation from 
one floor to another, and both tasks had a starting point at the ground floor. The start 
location, which was appointed by us, was in both tasks in common areas such as hallways 
(i.e. not within a specific room). The users had to locate themselves using the navigation 
application, to figure out  their initial position in relation to the floor plan, and subsequently 
locate the destination. As the user reached the destination, the task was deemed as 
completed. Upon completion of the first task, the user was immediately asked to answer a 
few questions regarding the system’s functionality. As the second task was completed, a 
semi-structured interview was held with the participant. The complete test  took 
approximately one hour per user, with half the time spent on the tasks and the other half on 
the interview. All tests were conducted in Swedish.
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Figure 10. Flowchart of the user interaction in the Gecko application. As a floor was selected, the 
floor plan and the position was displayed. For floor switching, the user had to manually press the 
“Back”-button on the device and reselect a floor (as seen in the left and middle screen captures).

Figure 11. Interaction flowchart of Ericsson Labs’ application. Once the user received a position, the 
“Show Rooms”-button was pressed to in order to select the destination. A route to the destination 

was then displayed on the screen, which was incremented manually using the arrow buttons.



5.4.1 Within-subjects Design

The total test group, consisting of eight people in total, were divided into two categories 
regarding order of both system and task. Two navigational tasks times two systems, equals 
four unique test setups, which led to a straightforward division of four participants in each 
category. The division was done to minimise the learning-curve and its effects on the 
usability test, both regarding each specific system and the layout of the indoor environment. 
A total of 16 runs, eight with each system, were performed.

5.4.2 Field-test

Preceding the field-test a pilot-test was conducted with a student, mainly to verify the 
structure of our instructions (see Appendix 3) and, to some extent, the difficulty of the tasks 
performed. Field-testing with users of the two systems were subsequently  performed, in 
order to be able to answer the test aims concerning end-user behaviour. Due to the location 
dependency of the intended use of mobile navigational systems, we found the field test 
method to be particularly  appropriate. The gathering of data was acquired using observation, 
where we in real-time took notes, as well as measured time and counted navigational errors. 
A navigational error was defined as the occurrence of a user moving in an obvious (to the 
observers) wrong direction.

During the field test we observed the behaviour of the user and the interaction with the 
system being tested. The time for completing each task was also measured, and at the end of 
each task the user was asked to estimate the time spent. As we followed the user during each 
task, we were instantly available for questions related to the current system, and able to 
interrupt if the user moved outside the boundaries of the test area. Once each field-test was 
fully  completed, we held a semi-structured interview with the user; to acquire qualitative 
data both regarding the systems as well as indoor navigation in general.

5.4.3 Observation

Interaction analysis was used as one part of our observational study during each field test, 
which was subsequently analysed after the field-testing was completed. During each test-run 
(and task), we followed the participant, close enough to capture the person’s interaction on 
the smartphone display, however, never ahead of the participant to hint direction and 
whereabouts of the destination. We took notes regarding user behaviour as well as requested 
each participant to think aloud, to a reasonable extent, focusing on situations in which they 
found themselves perplexed or disoriented. 
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5.4.4 Semi-structured Interviews

After each field-test, semi-structured interviews were performed to investigate the point of 
views of the participants. By looking at the benefits and design of a semi-structured 
interview, and by projecting its core features onto the epilogue of a field-test in particular, we 
found it to be suitable. During the interviews a set of predefined questions (see Appendix 3) 
were used as a starting point for each interview, but  the participants were asked to elaborate 
freely. The interviews were audio recorded to enable further analysis; major statements were 
also transcribed directly during the interview.
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6 RESULT
In this  chapter all the results  derived from the empirical study are stated, divided over the two separate 
perspectives  respectively - Administrator Perspective and End-user Perspective. A brief summary 
regarding the complexity and size of the experiment environment used within the study is stated initially.

The three floors in the main building at  the Royal Institute of Technology  (KTH), 
Stockholm, used for the experiments, covered altogether approximately 21.720 square 
meters, divided as following: 6.580 m2 (floor 3), 7.610 m2 (floor 4), and 7.530 m2 (floor 5); 
the total floor space on floor 3 consisted of approximately 70 rooms and 15 corridors, floor 4 
of approximately 180 rooms and 22 corridors, and floor 5 of approximately 148 rooms and 
18 corridors. The floor plans created for the experiments represented the entire indoor space, 
but only selected sectors of the area were set up for positioning and used in the end-user 
tests. The used and implemented area is stated under each corresponding system.

6.1 Administrator Perspective
The following empirical data is a result of the self-guided exploration and the heuristic 
evaluation, done within the scope of the Administrator perspective; the data is displayed 
under each system, where qualitative and quantitative data are mixed. Specific terms and 
particular procedures, related to each system, are thoroughly described in the walkthrough of 
each system in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.

6.1.1 Qubulus – Indoor Positioning

From the self-guided exploration, including: floor plan creation, smartphone application 
setup, fingerprinting, upload of fingerprints, download of generated fingerprint files, 
installation and setup of received files; the following data was derived. For a detailed 
description of the setup procedure, see Appendix 1: Walkthrough of Qubulus - Indoor 
Positioning.

The Gecko application, which is used for fingerprinting and positioning, only accept static 
floor plans with the file extension “.PNG”, i.e. images (see Figure 12). Qubulus does not 
provide any software or service for floor plan creation and assumes that the service provider 
possess software for this; the software, thus, needs to be able to render “.PNG”-files. In order 
to update or redesign a floor plan, the service developer is obliged to edit the image or 
entirely  recreate it. The total time for creating, optimising and testing of the three floor plans, 
was approximately 25-30 hours.
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To collect one fingerprint, using the Gecko application, took approximately 2 minutes, which 
included manual pinpointing of recording location on the floor plan and recording of radio 
signals. This manual fingerprinting procedure including a 360 degree slow-motion turn, with 
the arm holding the recording device oscillating up  and down at a slow phase, is a repetitive 
and monotone task. On floor three 212 fingerprints were collected, on floor four 112 and on 
floor five 100, which resulted in a total of 424 collected fingerprints (see Figure 13). 
Qubulus recommend a five meter radius between each fingerprint; this distance 
recommendation was kept where it was possible, in some cases the fingerprints ended up 
closer than five meters. The total time for collecting all fingerprints were 14 hours and 8 
minutes (424 fingerprints × 2 minutes = 848 minutes). The collected fingerprints covered a 
total area of approximately 3.210 m2, divided as follows: 1.560 m2 (floor 3), 810 m2 (floor 
4), and 840 m2 (floor 5). 

The Qubulus setup procedure does not endorse collaborative fingerprint gathering within the 
same floor, as the uploaded file and the collected data must be uniform. As a service 
developer, you are unaware of exactly what the recorded fingerprint consists of, making it 
impossible to know whether the gathered information is valid or corrupt. Moreover, there are 
three steps in the setup procedure especially subjected to potential data corruption, due to 
technical errors as well as human errors; these steps are: initial geographical positioning of a 
floor plan, pinpointing of recording location, and fingerprint recording.
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Figure 12. Floor plan representation (floor 5) in Qubulus’ system.



The waiting time for receiving fingerprint files after upload was 25 days, which corresponds 
to the total time in idle; 5 days for the first  uploaded file and 20 days for the remaining two 
files (submitted simultaneously). Out of the 25 days in idle, 4 days were holidays, and 
assuming a standard working-day at Qubulus to be 8 hours, the total idle time results in 168 
hours.

The results from the heuristic evaluation showed that the acquired position, as rendered on 
the smartphone, was within the realm of the predetermined threshold of a two meter radius 
16 out of 20 times (80%). The four times when the acquired position exceeded the threshold, 
the position was inaccurate by approximately 8-15 meters.

6.1.2 Ericsson Labs – Indoor Maps and Positioning

The floor plan creation in the Ericsson Labs system consist of a set of consecutive steps, 
done in the following order Map Editor, Style Editor, and Tag Set Editor. For a detailed 
description of the complete setup  procedure, see Appendix 2: Walkthrough of Ericsson Labs 
- Indoor Maps and Positioning.

The creation of the three floor plans took approximately  120 hours in the Map Editor (see 
Figure 14), followed by 6 hours in the Style Editor (see Figure 15). The Tag Set Editor was 
not used. Thus, the total time for the creation of the three floor plans was 126 hours. These 
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Figure 13. Screen captures of the gathered fingerprints. Order of appearance from the left: floor 3, 
floor 4, and floor 5. Each dot represents one fingerprint.



web-based editors, further allow for fast and easy update and remake, both for the floor plan 
structure itself but also for the style of the floor plan. However, as the floor plan structure 
grows to be more complex and cluttered in direct relation to time spent in the Map  Editor, it 
is beneficial to be methodical and thorough from beginning to end; falsities and 
unintentional exclusion of elements (e.g. rooms or walls) become less visible as the 
complexity of the floor plan grows, as illustrated in Figure 14. In addition, the procedure for 
creating the internal layout has a certain learning curve to it, regarding appropriate tools to 
use as well as the creation of the buildings internal layout. Once a floor plan has been 
created, or even partly created, it is available for instant usage, without any  delays for 
approval or rendering by Ericsson Labs.

To be able to position a user onto the floor plan, the WiFi APs need to be positioned on the 
floor plans and their positions uploaded to Ericsson Lab’s servers. The three floors contained 
69 APs all together, which took approximately 3 hours to map, resulting in an average of 
about 2 minutes and 40 seconds per AP. The APs covered a total area of 15.170 m2, divided 
over the three floors as follows: 5.150 m2 (floor 3), 4.930 m2 (floor 4), and 5.090 m2 (floor 
5). If an AP was incorrectly mapped it turned out to be impossible to reverse the action, 
which is probably an easy  bug to fix but has to be done on the back-end side (i.e. by Ericsson 
Labs). It was, however, possible to reposition the incorrectly mapped AP, but removal was 
not supported.
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Figure 14. Screen capture of the node structure (floor 5) within Ericsson Labs’ Map Editor, with an 
enlarged cut-in of a section.



As the positioning is based on geographical coordinates (longitude and latitude), a 
conversion between the two dimensional coordinates within the created floor plan and the 
corresponding geographical locations was required. I.e. the building outline (the corners) 
was required to be assigned to geographical coordinates, and the conversion was verified at a 
later stage in the process. Through multiple trials with unsatisfactory conversion results, a 
total of 124 reference points were assigned using Google Earth with each floor plan image  
used as an overlay. The corresponding reference points were divided as follows: 42 (floor 3), 
42 (floor 4), and 40 (floor 5).

Since Ericsson Labs’ system is mostly based on manual implementation, from floor plan 
creation to AP pinpointing, it  is, similar to Qubulus, subjected to human errors. The main 
risk factors, regarding corruption of data (apart from unintentional exclusion of elements), 
are: floor plan scaling, AP pinpointing, and assigning of reference points. Furthermore, 
during the setup of the system the service developer was exposed to a great cognitive load, 
as memorisation of identification (ID) parameters (such as points of interest, node IDs and 
floor plan IDs) was extensive. Due to the multitude and complexity of the three floors 
combined, printed blueprints were used to aid the setup process and reduce this cognitive 
load. 
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Figure 15. Rendered floor plan (floor 5) as shown in the Style Editor in Ericsson Labs’ system.



The Ericsson Labs setup procedure does, to some extent, support collaborative work 
distribution. Floor plan creation is considered to be advantageous to perform individually, as 
multiple users cannot edit the floor plan simultaneously. The procedure for mapping APs 
can, however, be performed by multiple developers.

The results from the heuristic evaluation showed that the acquired position was within the 
realm of the predetermined threshold, of a two meter radius, 10 out of 20 times (50%). The 
ten times when the acquired position exceeded the threshold, the position varied by 
approximately 8-10 meters. Eight of the times the position had to be requested more than 
once, due to positioning inabilities of the positioning server (i.e. the server returned an error 
message instead of a position). Furthermore, each request forced an idle time of 
approximately 3-5 seconds, caused by data transfer from the smartphone to Ericsson Labs’ 
back-end system (as well as positioning calculations).

6.2 End-user Perspective
The following empirical data is a result of the usability testings of the two indoor navigation 
systems, Qubulus - Indoor Positioning and Ericsson Labs - Indoor Maps and Positioning, 
done within the scope of the End-user perspective. Worth mentioning is that one out of the 
eight participants, stated to previously having used an indoor navigation service. The results 
are categorised under each system, followed by a section with results regarding indoor 
navigation in general. Qualitative and quantitative data are mixed. Citations are translated 
from Swedish to English, as the usability tests were conducted in Swedish.

6.2.1 Qubulus – Indoor Positioning

For Qubulus - Indoor Positioning, the completion rate for the navigation tasks was 8 out of 
8, with 0 observed navigational errors. The average time for a navigation task was 5 minutes 
12 seconds, with the average user-estimated time of 5 minutes 21 seconds. The semi-
structured interviews revealed that  all users had, at least once during the navigation, 
confirmed their whereabouts using static signage or other indoor landmarks7. This was also 
supported by the results acquired from our observations. 

Our observations showed that 6 out of 8 participants never bothered to manually switch 
between floor plans, but rather chose to display the floor plan containing the destination 
throughout the field-test. The application rendered a position even though the floor, which 
they  were currently  on, differed from what was being displayed on the smartphone. It was 
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7 Room names on walls or doors, or landmarks within the floor plan such as toilets, elevators, stairs, etc.



also evident that 6 out of 8 rotated the smartphone to have the floor plan oriented relative to 
the building (as seen in Figure 16); this was also confirmed by the interviews. The inability 
to search for the destination in a registry, either by scrolling a list or by a search field, was 
repeatedly pointed out during the interviews.

When the participants were asked, to hypothetically, estimate a threshold value regarding 
positioning accuracy, none of them were able to estimate a particular number. However, 
when confronted with a follow-up  question regarding if the position accuracy could be 
allowed to be less accurate, but still be considered as sufficient, each participants agreed. 
Furthermore, a majority of the participants highly  appreciated the live-tracing feature, 
emphasised by these statements:

“Nice with live-trace, you immediately know that you are walking in the right 
direction.”, 
“Nice to constantly see where you are.”, 
“It [live-trace] felt safe.”
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Figure 16. Picture of a participant during a task using Qubulus’ Gecko application.



6.2.2 Ericsson Labs – Indoor Maps and Positioning

The completion rate for the navigation tasks using Ericsson Labs - Indoor Maps and 
Positioning was 8 out of 8, with 5 observed navigational errors experienced by 3 
participants. Furthermore, frustration towards the navigation feedback given by the system to 
the user, was observed on multiple occasions. Average time for a navigation task was 6 
minutes 33 seconds, whilst the average user-estimated time for a task was 7 minutes 51 
seconds. Noticeable is that every participant overestimated the time for task completion. 

All users, except for one, used static signage or other indoor landmarks to verify their 
position, which was confirmed by our observations. As the system required the users to 
manually  request a location, when they considered it to be necessary, the number of requests 
were counted; resulting in an average of 3 valid requests per task (excluding requests that did 
not return a position). One request took approximately  3-5 seconds, time measured from the 
button was clicked to the actual location appeared within the application. Moreover, 6 out of 
8 rotated the smartphone to have the floor plan oriented relative to the building, which was 
also confirmed by the interviews.

As determined through observation and interviews, the navigational errors were exclusively 
caused by misinterpretation of the text messages, presented to the user within the interactive 
step-by-step  guidance tool. During the interviews a majority of the participants (7 out of 8) 
stated that a navigational guidance was preferable, but that the practical implementation was 
inadequate and confused them. Quotes from the interviews regarding the built-in 
navigational aid were:

“The instructions disappeared too rapidly.”,
“I was constantly one step ahead of the message.”, 
“It [the text message] was redundant.”, 
“It [the text message] was unnecessary.”, 
“Decelerating [the step-by-step guidance].”

During the tests one of four participants, due to the within-subjects design, noted that the 
route was drawn through a wall (from an elevator to a hallway), which led us to confirm that 
the initial part of the route was incorrect when the participant asked us about the 
phenomenon.

In our self-implemented application we added a view with a list of all available rooms, 
which automatically  drew a route to the destination once a room was selected. The 
interviews confirmed that this feature was highly appreciated and we observed that the 
participants spent less time at the starting position - compared to Qubulus’ system. 
However, the modified application had a bug that automatically zoomed in and centred on 
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the “area” of the destination, even though the destination was located on another floor (i.e. 
the focus was moved to the location of the destination, but on the wrong floor plan). This 
confused all participants and we had to tell them about what just happened, even though this 
behaviour was emphasised during the initial introduction.

6.2.3 Indoor Navigation in General

From the interviews, 8 out of 8 participants agreed to that it  would have been preferable with 
an auto-rotating floor plan, keeping it in the right direction (in relation to the building) as the 
user turned. Other desirable functionality, suggested by the users, were: live-tracing, 
automatic floor sensing (with manual switching capabilities), included outdoor surroundings, 
ability to constantly have the destination visually available, and step-by-step guidance.

As for seamless integration with outdoor surroundings, six out of the eight participants 
confirmed, when asked about it, that it would probably have helped with the orientation and 
navigation, if the outdoor and indoor space would have been visible in the same floor plan or 
map. These statements were, to some extent, confirmed by our observations during the tests; 
we observed that a majority  of the participants looked out of the windows to try  to orient 
themselves.

The majority of the participants searched for information regarding what floor they were 
currently on during the tests (6 out  of 8 in both Qubulus and Ericsson Labs). It was evident 
through our observations that users want visual confirmation regarding foremost current 
floor, which is supported by the interviews. Moreover, the ability  to manually be able to 
switch floors, to overview the internal layout, was also mentioned by several participants 
during the interviews. A quote from one participant regarding the Ericsson Labs’ system, 
which did not include any floor confirmation or floor switching capabilities within the 
system, was:

“You’re working blindly.”

Half of the participants ranked precise positioning (perfectly accurate position) as the least 
important functionality, as an orientational aid, when requested to rank the following: live-
tracing, precise positioning, step-by-step guidance, and floor plan detail.

From the interviews from both systems it  was clear that to easily navigate indoors, the initial 
position was of great importance. One of the respondents stated that:

“As a first step, the [initial] position is everything!”
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Another respondent said that:

“Where you are and where you’re going [the destination] is what’s important.”

This fact was also confirmed by  the observations during the tests of the Ericsson Labs’ 
system, where the users, to some extent, settled with the first given location and only 
requested a new location an average of three times.

All participants stated that the floor plan layout of the two tested solutions, concerning 
design and level of detail, was sufficient and easy to interpret. However, one participant 
expressed disappointment towards the floor plans and said that:

“...they [the floor plans] felt boring and dull.”

As for indoor navigation in general, certain participants expressed their satisfaction towards 
the systems, whereas others expressed the direct opposite. One participants said: 

“I thought the technology would be more advanced.”

Whereas another participant said: 

“Impressive how well it works!”

The general opinion though, was that both of the systems could be used to successfully 
navigate to a destination when indoors.
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7 ANALYSIS
This  chapter consists  of the analysis  of the results stated in the previous chapter. The Administrator and 
End-user perspective are consistently kept apart and analysed separately. The main focus  of the 
analysis is usability.

7.1 Administrator Perspective
Comparing the total deployment times for each system, our study  shows that the deployment 
of Qubulus’ system (210 hours) took approximately 1.6 times longer time than the 
deployment of Ericsson Labs’ system (129 hours). For Qubulus the time includes: map 
creation, fingerprinting, and time in idle8; and for Ericsson Labs: map creation and AP 
pinpointing. Graph 1 is a bar chart of how the time was spent when deploying each system, 
as well as the total time.
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however, as idle times also infer lack of control we consider this to be of importance to our study.

Graph 1. Time comparison of the two deployed systems, including the split 
times of each separate part of the complete deployment.



As a result from the self-guided exploration, the deployment of any  indoor navigation 
system can be divided into two separate phases:

• Floor Plan Production

• Preparations for Indoor Positioning

The floor plan production phase encompass creation of floor plans visualising the indoor 
environment, which represents the domain in which the system is intended for. This phase 
includes conversion of original blueprints (if available) to digital floor plans. We consider 
the floor plans within Qubulus’ system to be static, as they simply consist of images; 
whereas the floor plans created in Ericsson Labs’ system are considered to be dynamic and 
interactive, as they are editable and the system is “aware” of the mapped elements in the  
building’s internal layout.

The preparations for indoor positioning are, essentially, all remaining implementation 
needed, once the floor plan production phase has been finished. The phase encompass 
foremost manual data collection, mapping of specific infrastructure (and installation if not 
pre-existing) and possibly  application development. In Qubulus’ system this phase was 
characterised by  fingerprinting, while in Ericsson Labs’ system the phase consisted of 
mapping existing Wifi APs, as well as smartphone application development.

Due to the distinction of these two separate phases in the Administrator perspective, our 
analyses have been categorised corresponding to each phase.

Floor Plan Production

A comparison of the time consumed when creating the floor plans in the different systems is 
not seemingly straightforward, since Qubulus’ system does not provide any tools for floor 
plan creation. The external floor plan creation software used, resulted in an average of 12 
m2/minute; compared to the time for Ericsson Labs’ Map Editor, which resulted in an 
average of 3 m2/minute. Noticeable though is the fact that the two delta times are not 
standardised for general floor plan creation and can vary, depending on the complexity of the 
floor plan to create. We believe, however, that the three floor plans created in this 
experiment, consisting of a total of 398 rooms and 55 corridors, are fairly complex. Creating 
floor plans for less complex indoor environments would affect the creational rate in both 
systems, as the total time would decrease, but we estimate that the effect  on Ericsson Labs’ 
system would be less substantial than Qubulus’.
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As for editing and updating capabilities, Ericsson Labs’ system is considered to be more 
dynamic since each floor plan consists of an XML structure; whereas Qubulus’ system only 
includes (static) images. If changes were made to the environment, these changes would be 
possible to edit within Ericsson Labs’ Map Editor and automatically distributed, in contrast 
to Qubulus where a new version of the image would have to be manually distributed to every 
application. If major reconstructions were to be made it would, nevertheless, probably  be 
easier to recreate the entire floor plan in Ericsson Labs’ system; as for Qubulus, new 
versions of the floor plan image needs to be distributed regardless of the level of 
reconstruction. However, if major reconstructions were applied, other and more general 
problems regarding the system would probably be more urgent.

Another big difference between static and dynamic floor plans, or more specifically between 
floor plans created with external software and floor plans created within a “stovepipe” 
indoor navigation system, is the uniformity aspect. Systems where floor plans are developed 
externally, using arbitrary  software, and stored locally on the device, automatically  permits 
any type of floor plan structure in terms of design and layout. The floor plans are thereby not 
regulated to follow a uniform design pattern, whereas systems using floor plans developed 
internally, using integrated editors and stored externally, automatically  limits structure and 
design and can also limit layout; floor plans can be kept visually uniform, regardless of who 
is providing the service. For example, users using different indoor navigation applications 
for different environments (e.g. one application for IKEA and another for Bauhaus), would 
recognise and presumably  more easily  adopt the different applications as the floor plans 
would be visually uniform.

In our evaluation it took approximately four times longer to create a floor plan in Ericsson 
Labs’ Map Editor. We believe that the time consumed is justified by  the advantages gained. 
For example, the created map enables interaction, dynamic navigation support and update 
capabilities, which is not supported by Qubulus’ system.

Preparations for Indoor Positioning

By making an assessment of the total area covered and the time spent on the different 
systems to get the positioning to work, without taking the map  creation into account, the 
setup of Ericsson Labs’ service resulted in an implementation coverage rate of 84 m2/minute 
and the coverage rate of Qubulus’ service resulted in 4 m2/minute (see Graph 2). Ericsson 
Labs’ system was thus more time efficient, in respect of coverage, in larger areas - 
disregarding that infrastructure (WiFi APs) was already present. In addition, Ericsson Labs’ 
system covered approximately 70% of the total indoor area (floor 3, 4 and 5), whereas 
Qubulus’ system covered approximately 15% (see Graph 3). A hasty assumption is that 
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Graph 3. Pie charts illustrating the total indoor coverage, where 100% 
represents the total area of floors 3, 4 and 5 in the KTH main building.

Graph 2. A line chart comparing the coverage rate of each system, where the Y-
axis represents the covered indoor area and the X-axis the time.



systems pertaining to the high-level local positioning branch such as Qubulus, which is 
based on location fingerprinting, may require less manual efforts when compared to low-
level local positioning systems. However, our study has shown the complete opposite, as 
Ericsson Labs’ system proved to cover an area 21 times faster. A major influence to this 
contrast is the fact that an existing wireless local area network (WLAN) was used, which 
amplified the coverage rate. 

A more thorough analysis of the total times for deployment regarding idle times, reveals that 
out of the total 210 hours it took to deploy Qubulus’ system, 168 hours were spent inactive. 
In contrast, the deployment of Ericsson Labs’ system did not include any time in idle at  all. 
The time spent in idle could have altered significantly, had we been a real paying customer 
of Qubulus’ service. However, as idle time also entail lack of control concerning launch and 
testing of the system, any dependance to the creators of the system should preferably be kept 
at a minimum.

The procedure of fingerprint recording lacked any type of feedback, using Qubulus’ Gecko 
application, which made it impossible to know what and how the data was recorded. Hence, 
there was no way to immediately manually validate the recordings and for example redo a 
recording if it was suspected to be corrupt. Ericsson Labs’ system, on the other hand, lacked 
the ability  to remove an incorrectly  mapped AP, which meant that if an APs media access 
control (MAC) address had been submitted - it  could not be removed from the system. Once 
an AP was mapped it was a part of the system, making it possible to relocate incorrectly 
positioned APs by uploading a new position, but complete removal was impossible.

An advantage for Qubulus’ system, and high-level local positioning systems in general, was 
that no specific knowledge of the indoor environment was obliged, except for access to 
blueprints of each floor, which enabled and facilitated the process of fingerprinting. Ericsson 
Labs’ system, however, required access and possession of blueprints in order to recreate the 
environment digitally, as well as access to MAC addresses of available APs within each 
floor. In Ericsson Labs’ system it  was also considered to be preferable to possess exact 
locations of all APs, which eased the AP mapping procedure.

Our heuristic evaluation, performed to compare perceived position sufficiency in Qubulus’ 
and Ericsson Labs’ system, resulted in a more stable positioning in Qubulus’ system. The 
acquired position was determined to be sufficient, according to our criteria, in 80% of the 
measurements, whereas Ericsson Labs’ system only met  the demands in 50% of the 
measurements. A major influence to why the acquired position was inadequate half of the 
times in Ericsson Labs’ system, was due to the location of each AP within the indoor 
environment. The placement of the APs used in our experiments were designed for WiFi 
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coverage and not trilateration, which caused problems when attempting to acquire a position 
outside the boundaries of possible AP triangles.

7.2 End-user Perspective
All participants in our field-test managed to complete the navigational tasks using both 
systems, even though the total count of navigational errors were five for Ericsson Labs 
compared to zero for Qubulus. However, the navigational errors were not the only 
quantitative values in favour for Qubulus, when comparing the results from the two specific 
systems. The average time for completing a task was over one minute faster with Qubulus’ 
application, and the average user-estimated time differed with two and a half minutes, also in 
favour for Qubulus. Combining these analyses with the fact that all participants 
overestimated the time using Ericsson Labs’ application, it is safe to conclude that the 
participants managed to complete the tasks more efficiently using Qubulus’ system. A more 
uncertain, but yet valid assumption, is that the users had more “fun” using Qubulus’ system; 
people generally  seem to underestimate time consumed if they enjoy  using it, as “it feels like 
time goes faster when you are having fun”.

Another fact worth noticing is that all the participants agreed to that it would have been 
preferable with an auto-rotating floor plan, keeping it constantly aligned with the building. 
This fact is also verified by the results from the observations with accompanying interview 
confirmations, where 6 out of 8 participants rotated the smartphone as a conventional map 
using both systems. Participants stated:

“The fixed map [floor plan] orientation was confusing!”,
“Crappy that I had to rotate the phone just like a regular map.”,
“It was annoying to have the phone upside down.”

It was evident that orientation is a vital part of indoor navigation, and it needs to be 
emphasised to ease user navigation, preferably  with auto-rotation of the displayed floor plan. 
Without  a decent solution, further complications arises when the user rotates the smartphone. 
For example: all buttons on the smartphone, physical or virtual, become difficult to reach 
and interact with, and text labels become difficult to read; relative illustrations and 
instructions may be incorrect if the user rotates the smartphone. These are all complications 
related to digital maps or floor plans displayed in a smartphone and must all be considered, 
compared to analog maps which can be rotated and used without any complications (except 
for reading inconveniences of e.g. text labels).
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Judging by the results of our study, end-users tend to not fully trust  the provided systems, as 
the majority  of the participants felt the need to search for recognisable artefacts - both 
within the environment and within the application - to verify  their position. However, since 
the users operate in the real world and navigate using a virtual floor plan, a certain amount of 
cross-verification to validate the whereabouts is necessary. Perhaps the verification is 
completely unrelated to users trustworthiness towards indoor navigation systems and can 
simply  be attributed as user behaviour. In order to control and govern the navigation, users 
need to manually verify  their approximate location by landmark association, to an extent that 
may vary depending on individual preferences among user segments.

None of the applications included visual representation of the outside environment, disabling 
cross-referencing on a larger scale. As established by  the interviews such functionality  would 
probably  have further facilitated user orientation, as yet another layer of reference would 
have been added. Due to the dependency on the ability to look out through windows of this 
particular feature, it  may not be applicable in every indoor environment. Hence, if outer 
surroundings are visible from the indoor environment, as in our experiments, outdoor 
landmark association might be helpful.

Our observations indicate that end-users also tend to be more or less absorbed by the system, 
especially when provided with step-by-step  guidance. The will to freely  roam within the 
indoor environment as opposed to be fully regimented by the system, was also expressed by 
a number of participants. This ambiguity could be attributed to the human diversity, where 
some may prefer to get a planned route to the destination, whilst others want to map out and 
plan their individual route. It was, nevertheless, obvious that if the system provides step-by-
step guidance, the instructional feedback must be carefully designed. Ericsson Labs’ system 
provided too detailed information, where the biggest issue was that the given instructions 
were relative (e.g. “turn left/right”), which in some cases proved to be more hindering than 
helpful as a navigational aid. 

By looking at how the users used the live-tracing feature, enabled in Qubulus’ application, 
and what they said about it, it was evident that the feature facilitated indoor navigation. This 
finding further confirms speculations from a study done by Taher & Cheverst (2011), where 
it was suggested that mobile indoor navigation systems should have a: 

“...tracking feature (e.g. similar to a satellite navigation system) for the digital 2D map.”

Direct feedback regarding momentary  change of direction is a simple but effective way of 
confirming that the user is heading in the right direction. The opposite was emphasised 
during the experiments with Ericsson Labs’ system, where most of the navigational errors 
were caused by  users not knowing in which direction they were headed; they  simply 
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assumed that they were on the right track, trusting the given instructions. Even though 
perplexed users of Ericsson Labs’ application requested their location using the button, they 
had to use it twice to confirm their momentary change of direction. This procedure was not 
ideal since each location request took 3-5 seconds, and smartphone users are generally 
impatient towards delay and latency, as described in section 3.9 Mobile Application 
Development.

Moreover, the results from the tasks performed using Qubulus’ application clearly indicate 
that end-users constantly want the ability  to visually have the destination available at any 
given moment. A great majority (6 out of 8) of the participants navigated using the floor plan 
displaying the floor in which the destination was located, throughout each task using the 
Gecko application; i.e. the floor plan did not conform with the floor that they  were 
physically situated on. As a relative position was rendered, although the “incorrect” floor 
plan was being displayed, the users probably never felt the need to manually  switch between 
floors in the application. The subsequent interviews verified that instant access to the 
destination was of great  importance, and that the phenomenon of using that particular floor 
plan was intentional behaviour and not coincidental. A quote stated by one participant is 
therefore particularly interesting: 

“Where you are and where you’re going [the destination] is what’s important.”

“Where you are” can be confirmed using different approaches, as both continuous (live-
tracing) and instantaneous (per request) positioning proved to sufficiently provide users with 
adequate information, combined with recognisable landmarks within the indoor 
environment. The user position and the destination is, nevertheless, arguably the two 
foremost important pieces of the puzzle, when attempting to navigate from point A to 
point B. 

Selecting the destination from a registry displaying all possible destinations, as opposed to 
manually  locating each destination within the floor plan, was an appreciated feature as 
determined by both our interviews and observations. The feature minimised time spent at the 
starting-position, as the users immediately  located the destination. To enable such location-
dependent functionality  each destination must be associated with a geographical location, i.e. 
mapped out as each floor plan is being created. An extension of this is for example the 
dynamic step-by-step guidance tool, which was provided to the users in Ericsson Labs’ 
application dynamically, as a specific destination was chosen. However, to enable this kind 
of dynamic feature the system needs all elements (e.g. rooms, hallways and stairways) 
within the floor plan to be mapped out in advance, providing the system with information 
about how the elements relate geographically.
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Analysing the fact that none of the participants had any trouble interpreting the floor plans, 
indicates that the floor plan detail and design were sufficient, and thereby useful. However, it 
was indecisive which of the floor plan designs that was the most useful. Some users 
preferred one over the other, while others preferred the complete opposite - which perhaps is 
attributable to novice behaviour.
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8 DISCUSSION
In this  chapter the preceding analysis  is  evaluated from a broader perspective, encountered problems 
and issues are discussed and elaborated. The two perspectives  are kept apart in  the discussion. Finally, 
the entire design and implementation of our study is critically discussed.

8.1 Administrator Perspective
As a service provider, the ability to be fully  independent of the system’s creator is considered 
to be very  valuable. A perfect example of when you, as a service developer, are completely 
dependent on the creator of the system is Google Maps’ system called Floor Plans. We 
attempted to launch Google Maps - Floor Plans as a third service to include in our study,   
but since the system never was made available for us to utilise we were unable to do so.   
This is also an indication that smartphone-based indoor navigation systems are currently  in a 
maturing stage regarding development, as many  of the available solutions are in beta 
(prototype) versions. Furthermore, the uncertainties associated with idle times was both 
frustrating and time-consuming for us, the service providers, causing a bottleneck for the 
total deployment.
 
From our analysis of the results it  is evident that Qubulus’ system provided a much more 
accurate, stable, trustworthy - and thereby useful  - position. However, just because this 
was the case in our experiments, it does not mean that a high-level local positioning system 
based on the fingerprinting technique is always superior to a low-level system based on 
trilateration in regard to positioning capabilities. The most  important thing to notice and to 
be aware of when reading and analysing the results, is the fact that Ericsson Labs’ 
positioning system solely relies on WiFi APs and the ability to trilaterate. Hence, the APs’ 
positions are crucial for the usability of the entire positioning system. 

Ideally, the APs would have been positioned along walls and in uttermost parts of the floor, 
to increase positioning accuracy and positioning capabilities. However, when WLANs are 
set up, and the APs are installed within a building, the APs are positioned to maximise 
reachability  with minimal coverage spill. For example if an AP is positioned in one of the 
corners of a rectangular shaped room, ¾ of the coverage will be lost  to the area outside of 
that room (see Figure 17). Knowing this, it is obvious that indoor positioning systems 
utilising APs from a pre-existing WLAN is not optimal. Since we used an existing WLAN 
for our experiments, the APs were pre-installed with a layout optimised for coverage; many 
of the APs were positioned in a row, like a string of beads, making trilateration problematic 
or, in some areas, even impossible. This was probably  the main cause of why  Ericsson Labs’ 
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system were unable to provide an accurate and sufficient position half of the times during the 
heuristic evaluation.

Knowing the vulnerabilities of AP trilateration in combination with traditional WLAN setup, 
it is easy  to acknowledge that the positioning performance can be optimised by  simply 
reposition existing APs to increase the triangular coverage. Another approach is to add 
additional APs, which would increase the number of triangles, if positioned strategically. To 
optimise systems such as Qubulus, utilising the fingerprinting technique, additional 
fingerprints need to be recorded. It is, nevertheless, impossible to speculate on how much 
more accurate the position would be with increased fingerprint density; making the 
improvements gained by the optimisation process for systems based on APs more 
controllable.

Moreover, the different  solutions also have different vulnerabilities in terms of disruptions. 
Since Ericsson Labs’ service depends on available APs and their provided positions, the 
system is very sensitive to moved or malfunctioning APs. For example if an AP is moved or 
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Figure 17. Illustration of AP coverage spill (AP 1), which would benefit trilateration, 
compared to how WiFi APs are positioned to maximise indoor coverage (AP 2). 

Each circle represents the AP’s signal coverage.



replaced, or if the AP somehow is given a new MAC address, without the server being 
noticed of the new location or the new MAC address, the system will not function properly. 
This problem is not as prominent with Qubulus’ system, which is not as sensitive to moved 
or replaced WiFi APs, as it  relies mainly on the signals provided by the cellular network. 
However, a similar problem would probably occur if a cellular tower is moved or removed, 
which probably is not as likely compared to WiFi APs.

8.2 End-user Perspective
The goals and purposes of the end-users directly affect both necessary  and desirable 
functionality within an indoor navigation system. Necessary and desirable can, however, be 
seen as two different segments and can have little to do with one and other. For instance, if 
the end-user objectives are navigation from point A to point B, a step-by-step guidance tool 
to aid the users can be considered preferable and desirable. However, as our study testifies, 
step-by-step  guidance was not necessary, as the live-tracing feature proved to be more 
efficient in aiding end-users to complete the navigation tasks. The inadequacy of the step-by-
step guidance may be attributed to the practical implementation within the specific system, 
which proved to be far from optimal for indoor navigational purposes. On a more 
fundamental level, as the design of this particular feature most likely derives from vehicle 
navigation, where the user’s attention and focus can only be partially claimed by the device, 
it may  be less optimal in situations where the user, in fact, can dedicate her full attention. 
Users of indoor navigation systems are not in the same crucial need for hands- nor eyes-free 
tools, as in vehicle navigation, why the systems should be designed with that particular 
context in mind. Furthermore, whether a feature is necessary or desirable, each user may 
have a different approach on how to solve tasks, making different functionality  necessary for 
some - but not for every intended user. 

As an indoor environment offer endless capabilities regarding decisions on how to navigate 
and select paths, end-users are seemingly  less predictable regarding behaviour. Unlike 
traditional navigation systems, designed for vehicles and vessels, where predefined options 
for getting to the destination is finite, indoor navigation can be seen as unlimited as for 
optional paths to the destination. One specific design feature, which would possibly improve 
indoor navigation systems, is to adopt the arrow in traditional navigation systems. The arrow, 
which generally points towards sub-targets such as turnoffs would, however, exclusively 
point towards the direction of the destination. End-users value visual knowledge of the 
destination, hence the arrow would provide the users with that information. There are 
possibly other ways to present that information, but we believe this to be tailored for end-
users of indoor navigation systems.
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This study  shows that available systems, designed for indoor navigation, can be improved to 
match end-user requirements and preferences. Functionality can be added as well as 
improved, in accordance with end-user desires, but as of 2012 every need cannot be 
satisfied. It is generally easier to propose suggestions and point out flaws, as it  is to actually 
improve technical systems in every thinkable aspect. Usability experts, who claim “this and 
that”, without knowledge of how complex and advance the technology really  is, can be 
assumed to have unrealistic demands in favour of end-users. An ideal indoor navigation 
application, as seen from an end-user perspective, would encompass each preferable 
functionality implemented and presented to perfection. However, as the technology  for 
indoor positioning and navigation is not that  far evolved and can be considered as a fairly 
new field, the end-user ideals cannot be fully met - yet. 

A clear example of the problems, described above, is the auto-rotating floor plan feature, 
which ideally would keep the floor plan in alignment of the building and its relative 
direction. That particular functionality would undeniably  be very  sensitive to inaccuracies, 
in order for it to be considered useful by end-users. If it were to malfunction (for any given 
reason) and thereby rotate the floor plan falsely, it would probably  be considered as an 
undesirable feature, as opposed to the most desirable and thereby perhaps the most useful. 
Another feature could be to recalculate the given step-by-step route, if the user makes a 
navigational error, but whether that can be considered as realistic from a technical standpoint 
is doubtful.

8.3 Our Study
This study has been conducted as thoroughly  and systematic as possible, with a clear main 
focus on usability. In retrospect, we would have designed and performed our study 
differently regarding certain aspects, had we known then what we know now. The 
knowledge acquired due to our particular design and implementation has, however, been a 
great part of our results, specifically in respect to the Administrator perspective. 

If we were to set up a system based on AP trilateration, we would most definitely choose to 
place each AP manually to favour positioning capabilities, rather than use an existing 
installation designed for WiFi coverage. We would also have chosen a different environment 
more complex than the KTH main building, as complexity of an indoor environment in the 
case of indoor navigation does not solely depend on the size in square meters. A more 
complex environment would have subjected the systems to greater stress, hence forcing 
users to be even more dependant on each system.
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As for the usability tests, the approach could have been different. Perhaps it would have been 
preferable to use the same UI for both evaluations, with only the back-end technical part 
changed. The main reason for the usability tests was to evaluate particular functionality 
features rather than UI characteristics. Identical UIs would have forced us to develop two 
applications entirely from scratch, compared to one pre-existing application and one open-
source application that were used. Developing two applications would have been much more 
time consuming and would have taken resources from the actual study.

The data gathered from the usability tests would have been statistically  tenable if more 
participants would have participated. Even though more participants would have generated a 
superior data collection, the usability test would have taken too much time since one test 
took approximately one hour. It is our belief, in conformity with Nielsen’s & Landauer’s 
conclusion regarding the appropriate number of participants, found in section 4.1 Field-test, 
that the eight participants were enough to extract decent data and to draw conclusions.

Having done all the interviews and analyses of the compiled data, it was evident that some of 
the data was going to be difficult to make use of. Certain questions did not generate the 
intended kind of answers and the results were complicated to interpret. Other questions were 
a bit too directed, causing unintended influences on the answers. 

Knowing this, the concerned questions would probably have generated more useful results if 
they  had been reformulated. On the other hand, too open questions usually renders too divers 
answers, making them difficult to interpret and compile; e.g. by asking 100 users an open 
question such as “What would you like to see in the next version of this system?”, would 
return 100 different answers and thereby  making a compilation impossible. The balance 
between intentionally  guiding the interviewee and to let the person speak freely is an 
intriguing and nontrivial task. A lesson learned has been that interviews and interview 
questions are complex, and with minor experience it  is difficult to get it right the first few 
times.
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9 CONCLUSION
In this  chapter the conclusions from our study are stated. Each perspective with its  respective 
conclusions are listed, followed by a section containing our common conclusions. The questions  and 
statements  from 2.3 Aim, Objective & Questions  are answered, and development guidelines are 
compiled.

By analysing the data and experiences collected during the experiments, with respect to the 
statements in section 8 Discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn.

9.1 Administrator Perspective
Depending on what available infrastructure is situated within the indoor environment, it is 
advantageous, as a developer, to have access to anything concerning that environment; i.e. a 
good starting point for any developer, intending to implement an indoor navigation system, 
is to possess information regarding the indoor environment to be included in the system. 
More specifically, a high-level local positioning system generally requires less information 
in order to be set up, as opposed to a low-level local positioning system. However, as efforts 
by the developer may be eased by possession of blueprints and other domain specific 
infrastructure (e.g. AP locations), the total implementation effort encompass more aspects, 
such as: creation of floor plan, manual data collection, and assessment of the environment’s 
complexity.

Due to the setup  procedure and intrinsic structure of any smartphone-based indoor 
navigation system, we have identified two distinct  phases in deployment of such systems. As 
stated in section 7.1 Administrator Perspective, these phases are: Floor Plan Production and 
Preparations for Indoor Positioning. The recognition and distinction of these two separate 
phases is based on the co-dependence to each other, which can be seen as a conclusion in 
itself. As the phases are distinguished by modularity, matchings of positioning techniques 
and tools for floor plan production is possible. The two chosen systems for our study, 
provided by Qubulus and Ericsson Labs, are two concrete examples of how this matching 
can be accomplished.

Floor Plan Production
As the complexity of the indoor environment directly affects the procedure of floor plan 
creation, it is important to assess the systems floor plan creational tool (if provided). A 
complex environment in combination with an extensive creational tool, will most likely  call 
for a demanding effort, compared to a less complex environment or creational tool. The 
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benefits gained in functionality and interactivity as well as editing and update capabilities, 
may, nevertheless, be worth the extra implementation effort. Moreover, the buildings internal 
layout is also important to analyse beforehand, as systems based on specific positioning 
techniques may be more temporally efficiently implemented.

In our study it proved more time-efficient to create static floor plan images for Qubulus’ 
system, as opposed to the dynamic floor plans created in Ericsson Labs’ integrated Map 
Editor. Hence, if static floor plans serve the needs of end-user objectives, they  are 
recommended due to the quick implementation. One major disadvantage of using static floor 
plans is that they  limit the systems conceivable functionality, since they  are static and 
thereby unknowing of any elements within the map. A room cannot be linked to its name as 
a parameter, when the floor plan simply consists of an image. Visual guidance, information 
of specific destinations and practically any floor plan related information that may vary and, 
therefore, needs to be dynamic, will be impossible to incorporate and visualise. As 
previously  mentioned in section 7.2 End-user Perspective, elements within each floor plan 
must be mapped to enable such functionality, which calls for a creational tool capable of 
doing so. Ericsson Labs’ Map Editor enables a larger margin of functionality capacity, 
which ultimately allows for a more dynamic system. Besides enabling functionality, a 
dynamic system will most likely also increase efficiency if updates were to be made, as the 
developer would not have to recreate the floor plan but simply edit the existing. 

Another aspect worth considering regarding floor plans, is how they are distributed to the 
end-user application. The two most common distribution methods are either to serve the 
application with floor plans from a back-end system each time the application starts, or to 
store the floor plans locally  on the smartphone, i.e. only one transfer. Whereas local storage 
on the smartphone might seem as the natural option regarding speed, this introduces another 
aspect, which is the uniformity throughout all floor plans. In Qubulus’ system any image can 
be used to represent the indoor environment, and no regulations towards uniform design is 
considered. In Ericsson Labs’ system, the floor plans are never stored locally  on the device, 
which allows for all floor plans to have the identical appearance on each device. If the floor 
plans need update, for any given reason, a system with the floor plans stored locally  would 
have to distribute a new version to each device, while a back-end system would manage the 
update automatically.

Preparation for Indoor Positioning

It is important to, as a first step in the deployment process, determine capabilities as well as 
limitations of the intended environment and domain; thus an initial assessment of the indoor 
environment and domain is crucial. Infrastructure availability (e.g. WiFi APs), complexity 
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of the environment and the building’s internal layout, are considered to be of most 
significance. Available infrastructure may directly  affect  the selection of specific solutions, 
as systems based on infrastructure not present in the intended environment require extra 
implementation efforts to be set up. If pre-existing infrastructure is available, which most 
likely is a WiFi installation, it  is important to assess whether the benefits from utilising that 
infrastructure, sufficiently supports position acquisition within the entire indoor 
environment. For instance, existing WiFi APs may be temporally advantageous to exploit but 
can also negatively affect the system, if the APs placement is unsatisfactory for trilateration.

From our study it is evident that low-level local positioning systems based on existing WiFi 
APs, installed with a design beneficial for WiFi coverage, allows for fast implementation but 
at the expense of the positioning. The mapping of APs was superior to collecting fingerprints 
in a temporal comparison, however, the fingerprinting method ultimately  generated a more 
stable position. A large indoor area would likely benefit  substantially  from employing 
existing infrastructure, whereas the differences would be more or less negligible in smaller 
areas. Customising the installation in favour for trilateration is therefore recommended, 
either by  adding additional APs or relocating the existing, and thereby enhance the 
trilateration capabilities (see Figure 17 in section 8.1 Administrator Perspective). The 
potential to increase the areal coverage rate related to manual data collection can, however, 
never precede the ability to successfully acquire a position.

Dependencies towards creators of the system generally  infer time in idle, which directly 
affects the development and implementation process. The delegation of control between the 
creator and the provider of the system needs to be taken into consideration, although the 
division is rarely  explicitly stated. The total time to deploy Qubulus’ system consisted mostly 
of the added idle times, and Google Maps’ system was not able to be taken further in our 
study due to the standstill delay, compared to Ericsson’s system that did not include any time 
in idle at all. Dependencies should preferably  be kept at a minimum and the possible 
implications should be thoroughly contemplated prior to implementation. As a developer, 
independence is valuable and allows for complete control of the implementation but may 
also enforce extra effort, which should not be neglected.

Based on the findings of this study, we also conclude that systems belonging to the high-
level local positioning branch (e.g. Qubulus) are easier to maintain and are not as 
vulnerable to deviations, such as moved or malfunctioning APs in the local environment 
and infrastructure. High-level local positioning systems are, nevertheless, more difficult  to 
optimise and monitor than systems belonging to the low-level local positioning branch (i.e. 
Ericsson Labs), as they  are based on technology designed for a wider geographic coverage. 
As low-level local positioning systems are based on domain specific infrastructure, which 
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could be WiFi APs, optimisation is evidently facilitated since the developer is assumed to 
govern and access infrastructure within the indoor area. Optimisation strategies may 
encompass enhanced trilateration by adding or relocating APs strategically. As for potential 
human errors in the implementation process, and their possible implications for the 
positioning system, we conclude that both systems tested are equally  error-prone and 
vulnerable. Both systems relies on manual pinpointing, whether it is mapping APs or 
estimating your current position when fingerprinting, which are equally subjected to issues 
caused by human error.

9.2 End-user Perspective
Initially, it is important to remember that people generally do not navigate in the same 
manner using a smartphone on foot as when inside a vehicle. Although the end-user goals 
are fundamentally the same (navigation from one point to another), the interaction pattern 
and context of use differs in many  aspects. As opposed to vehicle navigation, smartphone-
based indoor navigation is generally  performed within multiple floors and over shorter 
distances. Also, indoor smartphone navigation allows users to dedicate more attention to the 
application, compared to applications designed for vehicle navigation. Interfaces, features 
and instructions must, therefore, not be mimicked from systems designed for vehicle 
navigation, where hands- and eyes-free tools are essential due to the context of use. 
Moreover, as indoor movement patterns are not limited to certain directions nor predefined 
routes, end-user movement and behaviour is even harder to predict and follow on foot 
compared to when in vehicles. Combining these facts with the diverse behaviour amongst 
users in general, which our study also testifies, adds up to a complex structure - highlighting 
the challenges of the HCI aspect of indoor navigation.

As demonstrated in this study, users have different approaches on how to solve navigational 
tasks. Some users want to be fully  regimented by the system, whilst some prefer to roam 
freely within the environment with only limited navigational aid. This fact might seem 
obvious and straightforward but is yet  of importance, as it manifests the flexibility indoor 
navigation systems must embody. Our study further showed that if regimenting functionality 
is presented obtrusively, without the possibility to easily discard it, end-users tend to be fully 
absorbed by the system; hence, causing them to focus more on the UI and system in itself 
rather than on the primary objective, namely  navigation from point A to point B. This is a 
typical example of the problems related to, and the importance of, the appropriate allocation 
of function between users and technology, described in the theory  section 3.2.2 Appropriate 
Allocation of Function.
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Looking at functionality  from a general perspective, it is evident that functionality aiming to 
aid end-users with smartphone navigation is extremely sensitive. As features embedded in 
indoor navigation systems are focused on the users being able to orient themselves, it  may 
seem axiomatic that  even minor flaws can cause confusion as well as unintended 
misguidance. Regardless of how intelligent or sophisticated the system is, it must be able to 
succeed with the basic task of communicating with the users in a reliable and, for the users, 
useful way. A malfunctioning or unstable navigational aid will most likely  confuse and 
hinder the end-user, rather than facilitate navigation and orientation. The problem was 
illuminated in the study where the sensitivity of a step-by-step guidance tool caused all the 
navigational errors, mainly  due to relative and too detailed instructions which proved 
difficult for the users to interpret.

When implementing navigational guidance tool in smartphone-based indoor navigation 
systems, whether it is textual or graphical, interactive or not, it is essential to consider to 
what degree the feedback is given. This was also concluded by Taher & Cheverst (2011) 
stating the importance of:

“It  is essential to consider the accuracy of navigation information provided on a mobile 
device... [as] participants had a tendency to rely on the device rather than their sense of 
direction.”

Our study showed that too detailed feedback only  confused the end-users, since they took 
the instructions too literally  most of the times. This finding, in combination with the fact that 
users may roam freely and unpredictably when indoors, gives us reasons to conclude that the 
navigational feedback should be of a more general character. For example, instead of telling 
the user to “turn right - walk 50 meters - turn left - walk into the elevator”, which is very 
machine-like, the instruction would preferably  be more human-like “walk to the end of the 
corridor and take the elevator”; this would assign the minor navigational decisions to the 
user, while the general path to the destination would be controlled by the system. General 
feedback would also reduce the number of given instructions, as single instructions would 
cover longer distances.

When providing smartphone users with applications for indoor navigation, regardless of 
building complexity, it is essential to provide them with easy  access to all the available 
destinations (e.g. a list of available destinations). From the study  we have seen that the 
initial position (point A) in combination with the destination (point B), is what is important 
for users to as easily  and fast as possible transfer themselves in between the two locations. 
When navigating indoors the overview, comprising of both point A and point B, is most of 
the times superior to a fragmented view, displaying only point A with sub-targets. 
Comparing this with conventional systems for vehicle navigation, we conclude that a user’s 
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position in conjunction with the end-target is of more significance when indoors; rather than 
a user’s position and any  potential sub-targets in between, which are of more significance 
when situated in a vehicle. However, if the user’s position and the destination for some 
reason cannot be incorporated in the same view, this needs to be solved by allowing easy 
access to the whereabouts of the destination, or perhaps the direction towards it.

Interestingly, the phenomenon of acquiring a position on an “incorrect” floor plan in 
Qubulus’ system, earlier mentioned in chapter 6 Result and 7 Analysis, showed to be useful 
on occasions when end-user and destination were not located on the same floor. Qubulus’ 
Gecko application displayed the user’s location, regardless if the chosen floor plan matched 
the floor on which the end-user were currently  situated on. The majority of the participants 
used this phenomenon to navigate solely using the floor plan including the destination. 
Hence, we conclude that the ability to constantly have your relative location available, 
regardless of floor, enhances the usability when navigating indoors. There should, however, 
probably  be an indication, notifying the user in situations where the floor, which she is 
currently situated on, and the floor plan displayed on the smartphone do not match.

Apart from the functionalities concerning navigation support, we conclude that the most 
substantial feature of indoor navigation systems, as for end-user abilities to appropriately 
orient and validate their whereabouts, is the live-tracing functionality. Direct and automatic 
feedback regarding position, as well as momentary change of direction, proved to be the 
most efficient tool for end-users to locate and orient themselves. Live-tracing also 
diminishes the effects of imprecise positioning; as updates are made continuously, it is of 
less importance if a few of them are not  precisely accurate. Continuous positioning as well 
as landmark association, was evidently a powerful combination provided in Qubulus’ 
application. It proved important to provide clear and understandable landmarks within the 
environment, so that users can recognise objects in the floor plan and manually validate their 
whereabouts. In our experiments the participants identified classrooms, bathrooms, elevators 
and stairs, and used the cross-referencing from digital floor plan to what they saw in reality, 
to further strengthen their ability to orient themselves.

If the precedently  stated conclusions are of a more realistic character, the following 
conclusion for the End-user perspective is a bit more futuristic, but yet as relevant. As 
discussed in chapter 8 Discussion, it  is important to have realistic demands and expectations 
on evaluated systems, and suggestions for improvements should also be somewhat realistic, 
or at least  not  completely utopian. From our study we conclude that in order to increase the 
usability of an indoor navigation system, it should be able to manage cardinal directions 
automatically; thereby relieving the end-user from the cognitive load, imposed by the need 
to constantly verify  her relative orientation according to the building. In more concrete 
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terms, we suggest that the system should be able to automatically rotate the floor plan, 
keeping it constantly aligned with the building. This feature would also result in that the user 
would not have to rotate the device to keep the floor plan aligned, making further interaction 
more convenient; as buttons, physical or virtual, would always be in their intended places.

9.3 Common Conclusion
Our common conclusions are derived from the conclusions established in each individual 
perspective - Administrator and End-user - respectively. The separate conclusions are used 
in conjunction to compile guidelines for how a system for indoor navigation should be 
designed, to enhance usability for both end-users and service providers. It is our belief that 
by complying to the following stated guidelines, indoor navigation systems can be designed 
to encapsulate a higher usability margin, which would benefit every actor in the value-chain 
that is indoor navigation.

• Functionality and features for orientation and navigation are error sensitive

When providing a smartphone user with functionality and features aimed to ease 
indoor navigation, the key thing to bear in mind is the fact that both the end-
users and the provided functionality  are very sensitive towards errors. Features 
with the sole purpose of aiding users to navigate and orient must be reliable and 
accurate, as minor errors can have major consequences. Hence, a navigational 
guidance tool should always be designed so that the encoded information, 
whether it  is graphical or textual, cannot be wrongly interpreted by the user and 
thereby lead to misguidance. If an application or a system cannot ensure a high 
safety  margin regarding the provided functionality, it is better to strip the 
concerned parts as they would probably cause more harm than be helpful.

• Positioning technique should be determined based on the environment

An initial assessment of the indoor domain, for which the system is intended for, 
needs to be conducted as a first step. Indoor environments may differ considering 
foremost type of scale, complexity, and available infrastructure. Allocating time 
to obtain knowledge of the indoor environment is important, as some positioning 
techniques may prove to be far from ideal and tailored depending on the above 
stated factors. In general, smaller areas will be less affected by the decisions 
being made than larger areas. Larger areas benefit from selecting a system based 
on a positioning technique, which has a high areal coverage rate, such as AP 
trilateration. If pre-existing infrastructure is available, e.g. a WLAN installation, 
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it should be analysed to ensure it supports the prerequisites of the positioning 
technique. Also, the selection of positioning technique is in direct relation to the 
manual data gathering by  the service developer; which should preferably be kept 
at a minimum, but never at the expense of the ability to obtain a position.

• Precise positioning is less crucial than stable positioning

Precise positioning is not the whole story to indoor navigation, as a level of 
sufficiency towards the accuracy can be met. Ideally, the acquired position would 
be perfectly accurate, but  from our study it proved adequate in the eyes of end-
users with variations of up to a few meters. The stability of the positioning is far 
more important than precise accuracy, especially when the position is presented 
continuously (i.e. live-trace).

• Live-tracing is of great importance in terms of orientational feedback

From our study it is evident that the greatest finding regarding orientational 
feedback for end-users, is the live-tracing capability. Even though the precision 
of the rendered position sometimes were a bit faulty, the momentary  change 
between each position still served as sufficient for end-users to properly  orient 
and validate which direction they were going.

• Dynamic floor plans are fundamental for a dynamic navigational system

In order to create a dynamic indoor navigation system, dynamic floor plans are 
fundamental. Dynamic floor plans enables the system to be aware of elements 
and structures in the environment, which developers can utilise to create rich 
applications with useful functionality. Also, floor plans created within the 
system, as a kind of stovepipe solution, allows for uniform design and 
implementation, where maintenance regarding floor plan updates is eased for the 
service provider.

• Controllability is valuable, dependence should be kept to a minimum

When selecting, or designing, an indoor navigation system, the controllability 
aspect needs to be taken under consideration. Dependence towards system 
providers generally infers idle times as approval of e.g. gathered data is 
necessary, which affect the total deployment time for the system. From a system 
provider perspective, less time spent validating data also has to be considered as 
preferable, as long as the data is never corrupt. Complete control of the system is 
valuable to the developer, whether it concerns the initial deployment phase, or if 
any updates are to be made.
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10 Future Work
In this  chapter future research and work, which we find of particular interest related to indoor navigation 
for smartphones, are stated. Particular functionality or general areas  in need of development are 
illuminated.

Since smartphone-based indoor navigation is, as of 2012, a fairly new concept and research 
area, plenty of research still needs to be conducted. The most interesting future development 
in indoor navigation systems, is to reduce the dependency of the Android OS and enable the 
concept for other smartphone OSs. Furthermore, as different handheld devices such as 
tablets and thin laptops are growing in popularity, smartphones will probably not be 
exclusively  used for indoor navigation in the future. To develop an indoor navigation system 
and prototype, which is independent on both OS and device, is yet to be accomplished.

So far, the main research efforts has been put into how to increase the positioning accuracy. 
Our study  has showed the technologies and the techniques used today are sufficient 
concerning position accuracy, at least to fulfil end-users demands regarding accuracy  and 
trustworthiness. We believe that it is important to not entirely base future research on 
increasing positioning accuracy, as there are many other areas, which are in greater need of 
improvement and research. One area is the floor plan implementation and production. Future 
research should focus on how to make floor plans more interactive, and should also 
encompass investigations on how this can be done. Different functionality and interfaces can 
possibly be prototyped and subsequently evaluated. 

Regarding the production of floor plans, further research could focus on how to automate 
certain procedures. For example, original blueprints are often digitally available, which 
could allow for automatic data extraction directly  from other software. Instead of starting out 
with a static image or “.PDF”, which needs to be manually recreated and mapped, software 
could be developed to automatically  render a buildings outline. E.g. walls and rooms, or 
other basic elements within the internal layout could be automatically transcribed.

As we were unable to test any system encompassing seamless integration between outdoor 
and indoor environments, similar to Google Maps’ system, it would be interesting to 
combine both aspects within a single application. Perhaps similarities and differences of 
indoor versus outdoor navigation would be further highlighted, if usability  test were to be 
performed. A first step  could be to incorporate the outdoor surrounding in the same layer 
within the application, displaying both environments simultaneously, to evaluate the 
importance of external orientation. 
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Two practical features of particular interest, as concluded by our study, are the automatic 
floor plan rotation feature, as well as an arrow constantly  pointing towards the navigational 
destination. A good starting point would be to investigate the stability of such a functionality, 
provided that the system is capable of determining cardinal direction of the user position. If 
it were to be proven stable and reliable, it would be interesting to compare the destination 
arrow with the traditional step-by-step guidance in field-testings with end-users.

It would also be interesting to investigate the concept of indoor navigation systems from the 
perspective of other actors in the created value-chain, such as facility  owners of larger public 
indoor environments. What other valuable profits can be granted by providing an indoor 
navigation application for e.g. customers? Our study has focused on indoor navigation from 
point A to point B, which is a clear end-user objective, but could there be other incentives to 
use an application that tracks your movement? Discount offers in return for using the 
application (i.e. by allowing your movement to be tracked), is perhaps of interest when the 
user is not in need of navigational aid.
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APPENDIX 1: Walkthrough of 
Qubulus - Indoor Positioning

Overview
• External floor plan creation software

• Gecko Application - Fingerprinting and Positioning

• Client APIs - Available for implementation using the Android SDK

• Positioning API

Step 1 (External floor plan creation software)
Create the floor plan to use within your application.

 1. As Qubulus does not provide any software for floor plan creation this needs to 
  be done using any  external software; the only  constraint is that the software 
  needs to be able to render a “.PNG”-file.

 2. Once the floor plan is created and the “.PNG”-file is rendered, the floor plan 
  needs to be positioned in “the real world” to retrieve two reference GPS 
  coordinates. This is done preferably  using Google Earth, but any other 
  mapping software with image overlaying capabilities works. The floor plan is 
  simply  placed on top, as an overlay, of the map covering the floor plan’s 
  building. Once the floor plan is scaled, rotated and aligned according to the 
  building, the GPS coordinates from the Northwest and Southeast corners of 
  the floor plan are retrieved and stored in a separate text file but with the 
  extension “.GPS” instead of “.TXT”.

Step 2 (Gecko Application – Fingerprinting & 
Positioning)
Install the Gecko Application and prepare it for fingerprinting and positioning.
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 1. Download and install the Gecko application from Qubulus website 
  (www.qubulus.com).

 2. To let  Gecko make use of your floor plan your smartphone needs to be set up 
  with a special file structure; this is where Gecko is looking for all necessary  
  files. To do this, mount your smartphone to your computer and browse to your 
  smartphones root directory. Create a folder called “data”, if it is not already 
  present. In the data folder create a folder called “qubulus” and within that one 
  create a folder called “sites”. The sites folder is where all your floor plans and 
  data are stored and read from. In the sites folder create another folder called 
  for example “floor 1” and within in that create one folder called “0” (as in 
  Zero). Place your floor plan and the “.GPS”-file in the 0 folder and disconnect 
  your smartphone from the computer; you are now all set to start using Gecko.

 3. Launch Gecko. You are prompted with a list of available sites and are asked to 
  select one and hit  the “GO”-button. The floor plan is then loaded and 
  displayed.Gecko has two modes of operation: Recording Mode and 
  Localization Mode. The first mode is used for fingerprinting and the second 
  one for user positioning. However, in order to be able to use the user 
  positioning the fingerprinting procedure must have been done.

The Fingerprinting Procedure

 1. To record a fingerprint, when in the Recording Mode, manually  locate your 
  position on the floor plan and simply position the pin on your current location. 
  Once your pin is properly set hit the record button to start recording available 
  radio signals. While recording, rotate clockwise slowly and make some slow 
  motion vertical movements with your arm holding the smartphone. This is 
  done to capture radio signals from all around you, ultimately you would like 
  to make at least a 360 degree turn during the entire recording of the 
  fingerprint. After the fingerprint is recorded it will be stored within the 
  application and the newly recorded fingerprint will show up  as a red dot on 
  the floor plan. If the fingerprint seem to be at  the wrong location it can simply  
  be removed and a new fingerprint can be recorded. Every  area where a user 
  should be able to get a position needs to be recorded, approximately with a 
  five meter radius. Fingerprints are simply recorded until appropriate 
  fingerprint density is achieved.
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 2. Once all desired fingerprints are recorded you export them from Gecko using 
  the built  in exporting function. This function generates a fingerprint file 
  “.edc”, located inside of the site folder, containing all the recorded data.

 3. After having exported the fingerprints you connect your smartphone to your 
  computer and copy the generated “.edc”-file to your computer. To submit the 
  file to Qubulus you simply send the file to developer@qubulus.com. The 
  Qubulus Fingerprint Engine will transform the recorded data into a fingerprint 
  file (“.fpd”), which will be sent back to you.

 4. Having received the “.fpd”-file, simply place it  in your site folder on your 
  smartphone.

 5. Launch Gecko and you should now be able to position yourself automatically  
  within the floor plan.

User Positioning

 1. Having completed the setup  and fingerprinting procedure, you are now able to 
  get your position on the floor plan, within the realms of the pre-recorded 
  fingerprints. Except for realtime tracking of your position, Gecko also support 
  tracking of obtained positions in terms of paths, allowing for pattern analysis.

Step 3 (Client APIs – Available for 
implementation using the Android SDK)
Make use of the Qubulus Positioning API.

 1. To make use of your pre-recorded fingerprints, inside of your own 
  application, without the Gecko application, the Qubulus positioning API can 
  be used. To do this, you create an application that collects your smartphone’s 
  current radio signals and sends them to the Qubulus positioning engine using 
  the API. The API will return a position in longitude and latitude which can be 
  used within your application to display the user’s current position.
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Appendix 2: Walkthrough of 
Ericsson Labs - Indoor Maps and 
Positioning

Overview
• Map Studio – Web-based graphical user interface (GUI)

• Map Editor

• Style Editor

• Tag Set Editor

• Client APIs – Available for implementation using the Android SDK

• Indoor Maps API

• Positioning API

Step 1 (Map Studio – Map Editor)
Create a new map (floor plan) in Map Editor.

 1. Create a new building. Specify metadata such as: name, which building the 
  map  corresponds to, approximate coordinates (longitude and latitude) of the 
  building, number of floors and the number of the ground floor.

 2. Select which floor the created map represents.

 3. Create your map.

Upload the floor plan (image file) to the Map Studio, which is called the File Manager, file 
sizes under 1 Megabyte (Mb) are only allowed. The image will be used as a background 
image, as the user creates the map. The Map Editor can be thought of as an interactive tool 
to live trace the background image, which is a manual process. In the Map  Editor the 
background image is loaded and the user is able to use the tools within the GUI, to recreate 
the background image digitally. 
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The available tools are:

• View

• Non-editing tool, allows the user to move within the map and select nodes

• Move

• Move selected node, using drag-and-drop

• Create

• Create a path/way (defined by nodes coupled together), which is done node-wise

• Add node to way

• Add a node to a pre-existing path

• Scale Map

• Only used once as a final step in the Map Editor

• Arrows for movement within the map

• Slider

• Used to zoom in or out in the map

As a starting point the user begins by outlining the building and subsequently  all rooms and 
other internal objects, using the tools (foremost Create, Move and, to some extent, Add node 
to way). Once a path is completed, it should be categorised with the correct metadata (Way 
Tags). There are standard alternatives for what a path can represent, for instance: area, 
building, room, restroom, elevator, stair, route, etc. It is also possible to create own tags 
using the Tag Set Editor, the user can also manually  add parameters to existing objects. In 
our maps we added room:type seminarroom, computerroom, exerciseroom and room:name, 
which was added to significant rooms such as lecture halls and exercise rooms.

As the original image is converted to a digital floor plan (digital XML structure) in the Map 
Editor, with correct metadata, the remaining steps are: create routes, points of interest (POI), 
link floors using POIs, specify coordinates (longitude, latitude) of the building outline and 
scaling of the map. Routes are basically  indoor pathways, which ultimately  allows for route 
navigation. A route differs from regular paths as routes only represent pathways and not 
indoor areas. Routes are not necessarily a closed circuit of nodes, but can for instance be a 
simple line through e.g. a corridor. A corridor is the typical example of when a route is 
required, enabling navigation to rooms or other elements. Routes are created using the 
Create tool.
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POIs are in essence nodes used to represent external images (artefacts), or points in the map 
of other significance. POIs are also used when linking floors, as the nodes are used as 
references. The POIs type (Node Tags) is specified once the node is created, which are 
similar to the types available for paths except for the Reference Points.

Linking maps is conceivable as all stair and elevator POIs are created, which ultimately 
enables the end-user to navigate between each floor. Linking is achieved by creating new 
relations between nodes, within the Relations Information. Specifying the source node, the 
target node and the target map, which are all ID values, enables the necessary coupling 
between nodes. If the building has more than two floors, it is recommended that the user 
creates one relation from each POI to every other floor. For instance if the building has four 
floors (1-4):

• 1 → 2, 1 → 3, 1 → 4

• 2 → 1, 2 → 3, 2 → 4

• And so on...

The concept is based on that the linked POIs are positioned on approximately the same xy-
coordinates in each map, but they differ in terms of vertical position (i.e. the floors). Paths 
ideal for linking are essentially elevators and stairways.

The next step is to geographically position the map using any web-based map service. Each 
corner node of the buildings outline is recommended (by the Ericsson Labs documentation) 
to position, in order to get an accurate conversion in the Map Viewer. In the Node Tags 
section of each node the type is specified as a Reference Point, and a longitude and latitude 
value is added from the pinpointed location in the map service. The map service must 
therefore be able to provide longitude and latitude values for any given location in the map, 
e.g. Google Maps. The values are subsequently copied into respectively node-tag.

The final step in the Map Editor is to scale the digital map, which is achieved using any  web-
based map service with measuring capabilities (e.g. Google Maps). A distance in the outline 
of the building is measured and the value (in meters) is then copied. In the Map Editor the 
Scale Map  tool is selected and the user is prompted to select the first node, the second node 
and finally the distance between them – nodes corresponding to the previously measured 
distance.
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Step 2 (Map Studio – Style Editor)
Create a new style in the Style Editor. The only parameter to specify  is the name of the style, 
once the style is created the user can specify unique features (colours mainly) for the path 
and node parameters from the Map Editor. The style is assigned an unique ID, which is used 
in combination with the map(s) previously created. The main categories in the Style Editor 
are:

• General Elements

• Colour-Coding of significant key  elements (Routes, My Location, Building, 
Background)

• Style Elements

• Colour-Coding of the remaining elements in the map (Area, Room, etc)

• POIs

• Image representation for specific POIs, with an URL as source

• Order

• Specify  the hierarchical order of appearance of elements in the map (i.e. room:type 
overrides a standard room)

• Style Info

• Specify detail information regarding the style

The Style Editors sole purpose is to customise the created maps with colour-coding, to 
separate different elements from each other visually. One main feature is a preview window, 
which visualises the appearance of any loaded map. This is mainly used to get an overview 
of the style, or can also be used to recognise if any routes/ways have been falsely categorised 
or simply overlooked in the Map Editor.

Step 3 (Android – Map Viewer and WiFi 
Mapping Client)
The Map Viewer and WiFi Mapping Client is an Android application with capabilities of 
loading a map and a style and define placement of WiFi access points within the floor plan. 
Thus, mapping of WiFi location is the applications main purpose. In order to map access 
points an API key is required, which is requested in the web GUI. The user then specifies 
what map to load (ID parameter) and what style to use (ID parameter). Other options within 
the application is; Map WiFi and Request  Location. Map WiFi is used to geographically 
(within the floor plan) map access points using their corresponding MAC address. Request 
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Location is used to test the positioning API, hence it requires that a couple of access points 
have been mapped in advance. This is the procedure for mapping an access point (assumed 
that the MAC address is known by the user):

 1. Load a map and style.

 2. Press Map WiFi (menu option).

 3. Check to see if the conversion between xy-coordinates to longitude and 
  latitude is satisfactory (Reference Points are displayed as red dots, and the 
  converted value as blue dots).

 4. Further confirmation of Reference Points, pinpointed on a geographical map.

 5. Choose location of the access point (in the map/floor plan) – by physically  
  pressing and holding on the screen.

 6. Choose the mapped access point’s MAC address from a list, which lists nodes 
  with the strongest signal uppermost.
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Appendix 3

Testledarmall
[Välkomna testdeltagaren] Tack för att du ställer upp på vårt  användbarhetstest. Mitt namn är 
Alexis och jag kommer agera testledare, det här är Markus och han kommer agera observatör 
under testet.

Under detta användbarhetstestet kommer jag följa ett manus, för att försäkra mig om att 
mina instruktioner blir desamma för samtliga testdeltagare.

Vår avsikt med användbarhetstestet är att observera dig när du använder två Android-
applikationer för inomhusnavigering här i KTHs huvudbyggnad. Testet kommer bestå av att 
du på egen hand kommer utföra två typuppgifter, en med vardera system. När du utför dessa 
uppgifter är det viktigt att du försöker agera som du normalt skulle göra och försöka bortse 
från att vi följer efter dig och antecknar.

Vi skulle dessutom uppskatta om du försöker vara så verbal som möjligt under testet, d.v.s. 
tänka högt så vi kan ta del av din tankeprocess.

Vi kommer att finnas här under testet för att assistera vid behov, så om du skulle ha några 
frågor eller om det skulle uppdagas några konstigheter under testet så tveka inte att fråga 
någon av oss. Systemen är inte helt tillförlitliga och ifall att något skulle krångla, avbryter vi 
testet och försöker åtgärda detta. Vi kommer föra anteckningar löpande under testet för att 
underlätta sammanställningen av materialet för oss. Under testet är allt tillåtet, förutom att 
fråga om vägbeskrivning genom kontakt med utomstående.

Tänk på att det inte är dig vi testar, utan att du endast hjälper oss att utvärdera systemen!

Testet är uppbyggt enligt följande:

• Vi kommer först demonstrera systemet kort innan vi ger dig första uppgiften, då 
systemen skiljer sig något vad gäller funktionalitet

• Jag kommer sedan ange slutmålet för inomhusnavigeringen

• Du kommer att utföra en navigeringsuppgift i taget och efter första navigeringen 
kommer vi ställa några korta frågor
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• Vi kommer att följa dig under testet så om du skulle ha någon fråga ska du inte vara 
rädd för att ställa den

• Testet kommer att börja då vi gemensamt känner oss redo, efter demonstration och 
utdelat slutmål

• En uppgift anses avslutad då du nått slutmålet

• Så snart första uppgiften är avslutad kommer vi ställa några korta frågor gällande 
uppgiften, samt förbereda för nästa körning (demonstration etc)

• Processen upprepas sedan för nästa körning

• Efter det att båda testkörningarna är avslutade kommer vi att genomföra en kort 
intervju

[Dela ut medgivandeformulär] Detta är ett  formulär där du ger ditt medgivande att vi har rätt 
att  använda materialet  från detta användbarhetstest, detta kommer inte spridas vidare och du 
kommer vara helt anonym i vår rapport.

Testet kommer uppskattningsvis ta totalt 60 minuter att genomföra. Har du några frågor 
innan vi börjar genomgången/demonstrationen? [Svara på eventuella frågor]

[Gå igenom aktuellt system]

Instruktioner för Ericsson Labs Indoor Maps and Positioning
Du får en position genom att trycka på “Request location”, i nedre vänstra hörnet av 
applikationen. För att navigera till ett rum väljs ett  rum ur rumslistan, som återfinns under 
“Show rooms”. När en positions erhållits samt ett rum är valt, kan rutt-servicen användas. 
Den används genom att trycka på “Play”-knappen i övre delen av bildskärmen, och stegas 
sedan framåt eller bakåt i navigeringen genom “Forward”- resp. “Backward”-knapparna. Då 
applikationen ej har stöd för live-tracing, kan positionen uppdateras genom att återigen 
trycka på “Request Location”.

Instruktioner för Qubulus Gecko
Din position kommer uppdateras automatiskt (live-trace). I övrigt är det en karta att tillgå, i 
vilken salsnamn etc finns tillgängliga. Byta våning görs genom att återgå till startskärmen, 
och välja önskvärd våning i listan över tillgängliga planlösningar. Observera att din position 
alltid kommer att visas - oavsett vilken våning som väljes.

Färgkodningen i båda kartorna är identisk och är för att särskilja olika rumstyper och 
korridorer. Korridorer har en turkos färg, trappor och hissar en aning mörkare nyans. [Visa 
kartexemplar]
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Testuppgifter
Testuppgifterna nedan ska genomföras med varierande startapplikation, och i olika ordning 
vad gäller rutterna. Navigeringsuppgifterna är:

• Rutt 1

• E hiss/trapp (plan 3 i E-huset) → D1 (plan 5 i D-huset)

• Rutt 2

• Utanför D31 (plan 3 i D-huset) → Gul (plan 4 i E-huset)

Fyra olika alternativ gällande slumpning av ordningen (rutt och applikation):

Testperson 1 & 5:
Rutt E-D1 - Qubulus
Rutt D-Gul - Ericsson

Testperson 2 & 6:
Rutt D-Gul - Qubulus
Rutt E-D1 - Ericsson

Testperson 3 & 7:
Rutt E-D1 - Ericsson
Rutt D-Gul - Qubulus

Testperson 4 & 8:
Rutt D-Gul - Ericsson
Rutt E-D1 - Qubulus
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Intervjufrågor

Om applikationerna

Hur lång tid tror testpersonen att vardera uppgift tog att genomföra?
Rutt 1:
Rutt 2:

Var det något särskilt du upplevde som besvärande med applikationerna? Vilken och vad?

Var det något särskilt som du upplevde som positivt hos applikationerna? Vilken och vad?

Hur du använt någon applikation för inomhusnavigering någon gång tidigare?

Vilket av systemen föredrar du? Varför?

Vilken av applikationerna upplever du gav bäst positionering?

Kände du dig vid någon tidpunkt under något av testen, förvirrad över vart du skulle? 
Följdfråga: Hade det underlättat med någon typ av kompass (automatisk rotering alternativt 
statisk)?

Använde du något annat hjälpmedel (förutom applikationerna) under någon av uppgifterna?

Var det något du upplevde saknades i någon av applikationerna eller bägge?

Hur skulle applikationerna kunna förbättras?

Allmänt om inomhusnavigering och positionering
Var interaktiv navigering (ruttservice) att föredra?

Hur viktigt är det med en noggrann positionering?

Finns det en tröskel för hur felaktig positionen får vara?

Vad tycker du om den olika detaljrikedomen i planlösningarna?
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Var det svårt att tolka planlösningen?

Var det för mycket eller för lite information tillgängligt i planlösningen?

Rangordna följande: exakt positionering, live-tracing, ruttservice och detaljrikedom i 
planlösningen.

Är det ett problem att endast inomhusmiljöerna är synliga? Hade det underlättat med 
utomhusmiljöer också?

Var det något som saknades som hade kunnat underlätta navigeringen?
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Medgivandeformulär
Tack för att  du deltar i vår utvärdering. Vi kommer att föra anteckningar under sessionen, 
göra en ljudinspelning av intervjun och efteråt analysera materialet.

Materialet kommer endast användas inom vårt examensarbete där du som deltagare kommer 
att  förbli anonym. Dock kommer resultatet publiceras i form av en offentlig rapport. Jag är 
införstådd med att ljudinspelning kommer att föregå under testet. Jag medger Alexis Määttä 
Vinkler och Markus Mild tillstånd att använda det inspelade materialet till ovanstående 
ändamål och jag frånsäger mig mina rättigheter att granska eller redigera materialet.

Signatur:

Namnförtydligande:                           Datum:
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